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LEGAL ONTOLOGY DRIVEN LEGAL SERVICE PROCESS 

MANAGEMENT 

RK AHMADH RIFAI KARIAPPER 

AB STRACT 

Process management and optimization play vital role in almost all industries regardless 

of different domains. The process managements involves with designing the process and 

applying the engineering principles on it in order to reduction of complexities in the 

selected system in the domain interested. The process optimization involves with 

reduction of time in between processes and possibility to automate the processes. The 

legal domain is one of the complex domains in Sri Lanka since more number of 

collaborative actors; interoperable issues within the system; complex legislation laws 

and rules; and difficult Courts procedures. This research project was initiated and 

completed in order to develop an ontology framework model for the service process 

management at the District Courts in the legal sector. The ontology framework model 

was developed with five aspect models namely action model, process model, object 

model, data model and construction model. These all five aspect models deal with five 

different views and construction of the ontology framework model. The development 

model is named as Design and Engineering Modeling of Organization - Extended 

(DEMO-E). The backbone of the DEMO-E is the "transaction" (which is the complete 

cycle of one or more coordination acts and a production act to produce an either 

material or immaterial output as the result).DEMO-E is a theory to do a construction 

and operation of any enterprises. The intended result is provided through the standard 

pattern of the transaction (it is series of communication act in order to achieve an output 

which cause an effect on social world) via series of communication acts. The legal 
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domain is rich in more conrimunicational agenda and more number of participants in a 

single case. A transaction meta-model was developed in order to apply on the mile stone 

events and get the relevant model for the transaction in both within the selected case 

filing area and other stages of the casein legal sub domains. A case must passes around 

four basic stages such as filing, hearing, case moving or transferring when necessary 

and verdict. The case filing major transaction it have many sub-transactions namely 

case tender, necessary payments, binding and decision of the judge collectively implies 

as case filing. The said each sub transactions obey the generic transaction stages 

including both coordination acts such as request, promise, state and accept and 

production act such as execution act. In fact all five different ontology aspect models 

map the conceptual design of legal process management with easy understanding. 

Further, DEMO-E can be successfully applied to the legal domain due to optimal 

constructional pattern and the optimal operational acts. More than this, the DEMO 

provides re-engineering and re-designing options to the designers. Thus the judicial 

Courts procedure and the organization can be restructured for the optimal output and it 

leads to break the barrier of complexity and inter-operable issues 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is to introduce the background, motivation of the work presented in this 

thesis and an overview of the research methodology which was used during my research 

work. Also, the chapter contains a briefing of the theoretical basis for the proposed 

approach and lists working relation to the approach that has been published in different 

forums. 

1.1. 	General Background 

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is used everywhere regardless the 

domain and the platform. It supports the activities such; creation, storage manipulation, 

identification and communication of information together with related method. In other 

way the ICT enables us to record, store, process, retrieve, and transmit information. As 

the result, the communication between two or more end users or stakeholders are 

become well-fixed with accuracy, efficiency and secured. Meanwhile, the application of 

ICT is spanning from general data entry level to high tech intelligent system. Either the 

data or information is playing vital role between two systems in order to transfer the 

information to react with the input for long term sustainability. 

Sri Lankan judicial system has rich heritage from different laws from different 

jurisdictions countries and legal systems who ruled Sri Lanka earlier nearly five 

hundred years. The rulers enforced their own laws to Sri Lankan legal system. It 

resulted to have more complex and mix of laws on us. With the effect of this complex, 

the judicial system is one of the most complex and complicated systems in Sri Lanka. 
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The judicial system is complicated since, no proper document maintenance; huge 

number of pending cases, one case may depend on other case (s), more number of 

collaborative actors, complex ethnic specific rules, hard legislation rules and complex 

procedures of the Courts proceedings. In general it takes lengthy time in between filing 

a case and getting the verdict for it. It is necessary to minimize the time period in 

between case filing and the verdict in order to reduce the unwanted complication of the 

case and the wastage of the time of the stakeholders (viz, plaintiff, defender, lawyer, 

witnesses and court officers) who ever involve in the case. 

Researchers provide different solutions to minimize the time period in between two 

different stages, such as activity automation, combining the activities, reduction of the 

unnecessary activities, ignoring some activities, preparing user friendly rules and 

flexibility in each activity. 

1.2. Research domain 

I would like to summarize here the domain of interest and the scope of this research. 

This research is about relating ontology framework in the state sectors. My scope of 

interest is in developing an ontology framework for case filing at the District court in 

legal system in Sri Lanka. I have decided to take the Kalmunai District Courts in order 

to work with since; District Courts are the starting level of courts hierarchy of Sri 

Lankan legislation system, divorce case filing is one of the four case types which the 

District Courts accepts and less structured with complex procedures, Kalmunai District 

Courts location is rich with multiethnic community surroundings, and the easy access to 

the researcher from his home town (permanent residence). Furthermore Courts of 
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Appeal and High Courts are other options to file the divorce cases if the verdict of 

District Courts regarding the divorce case is not satisfied by the plaintiff. 

1.3. Problem Statement and Research Questions 

The enterprise use different ontology models in order to show the virtual structure of an 

organization, inter relationships and dependencies. Indeed, it extends to maintain their 

flexibility, accuracy and managing workflow of an organization. It is identified the 

necessity of a well-structured method to reduce the complexity of the design and 

increase the understandability. Traceability is one of the other important factors to be 

considered since it supports and helps to either organize the work properly or re-

organize the work and rectify error occurring locations of the design. The research and 

motivations on the enterprise ontology models can be found in Enterprise Ontology. 

The research question is going to be: 

Unavailability qf ontology framework to facilitate Legal Service Process Management 

(LSPM) in efficient and productive manner. 

The main question can be divided into following sub questions. 

Question 1: develop the LSPM framework by the aspect models. 

The aspect models are well structured models which can provide the good structure of 

an enterprise without making any gap in any streams of the domain interested. 

Question 2: development and enhancement cf the aspect models develop the LSPM 

framework for the legal domain 
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The way the ontology framework developed must show the efficient way to the legal 

processes happening in the District court system. Each meta-model or aspect model has 

its own goal and the way of working toward the ontology framework in order to support 

the LSPM. 

Question 3.' application of these aspect models to the legal domain 

The selected legal domain is one of the complex systems in this country since the 

collective composition of the legislation procedures as mentioned earlier in this chapter. 

The concept and the goal are two important factors that are used to develop the ontology 

framework model. An ontology framework model is developed in the intension of 

sharing common understanding of the working system in a selected domain, The 

previous statement would be described in the chapter two as well. 

1.4. 	Research Goals 

The main goal of this research work presented in thesis can be formulated as follows, it 

is important to develop the goal from our main research question. According to that, the 

main goal of this research is "to develop an ontology framework model to support 

service process management of the District Courts in Sri Lanka 

Even the main goal can be divided in two following sub goals. 

Sub goal 1: construct / enhance a method to develop ontology framework model to 

support service process management of/he District Courts in Sri Lanka.' 



The sub goal can be the answer to the question 1 and question 2. This method should be 

used to develop the meta-models in order to achieve the final ontology framework 

model. 

Sub goal 2. apply the aspect-models in order to develop the LSFM ontology framework: 

The aspect-models constructed using the particular methodology would be used to test 

the model to support service process management of the District Courts in Sri Lanka. 

This sub goal would be answer for the question 3. 

1.5. Research Purpose 

The target users of the proposed method and model are information system developers, 

ontology programmers, stakeholders of the District Courts, higher rank administrators 

of the legal department and ministry of justice including policy makers and decision 

makers. The intention of the proposed ontology framework model is; 

To facilitate and making sure of smooth flow of District court activities. 

To optimize the work flow in the District court system 

To prepare supreme ontology model by using meta-models in order to apply the 

proposed ontology framework model, to be applied in different types of Courts 

in Sri Lanka. 
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1.6. Research Methodology 

1.6.1. Research Approach 

The research is the systematic and continues investigation in to the study based on a 

scientific method in order to discover new artifacts or theory. In the information system 

pooi most of the researches support to improve the effectiveness, efficiency of an 

organization by application of information technology. 

The Information System (IS) researches can be conducted by two important paradigms 

namely behavioral science and design science(von Alan et al., 2004). In brief the design 

science creates and evaluates IT artifacts with the goal of solving organizational 

problem. The design science includes more and more quantitative evaluations such as 

mathematical proofs, analytical simulations and quantitative comparisons. 

And the behavioral science Behavioral science is defined as the rich phenomena that 

emerge from the interaction of people, organizations, and technology may need to be 

qualitatively assessed to yield an understanding of the phenomena adequate for theory 

development or problem solving(Klein and Myers, I 999).The design science approach 

is focused mainly with following components. 

Awareness of a problem: Understanding and awareness of a problem may reach us in 

different ways including dynamic development in industries or in an acknowledged 

subject. Referring an allied discipline also makes the opportunity for applying the new 

findings to the research worker's field. The result of the phase is a proposal either 

formal or informal for a new dimension of research effort. 
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Suggestion: This phase is fairly important and located after the proposal phase. The 

importance of this phase measured with creativity wherein new functions are suggested 

based on a novel creation of either existing or combination of new and existing 

elements. This phase assure that ideas should be remaining non-repeatability. The 

creative step is important in all researches leads to the suitable constructs towards the 

research scenario along with an appropriate research design. 

Development: The chosen tentative design is recommended to be enhanced further and 

implemented to get the more or less correct result. The chosen method, approach, acts, 

algorithm, software tools used, and the technique of implementation may different from 

project to project. 

Evolution: With the appearance of the artifacts the testing stages starts. The artifacts are 

tested with different test cases and criteria. The results should be recorded accordingly. 

Meanwhile the deviations also stated and explained with justification. 

Conclusion: This is the phase where the final result of the research would be opened to 

the result space. So in a way it can be said that, this phase is the conclusion of the 

research aimed. 
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1.6.2. Research Procedure 

In this section I would like to describe more about the design science procedure since it 

was used in this research. The design science research process is done by certain 

guidelines in order to enhance and validate the research. 

	

1.6.2.1. 	Guideline One: (Design an artifact) 

Design science research must produce a viable artifact in the form of a construct, a 

model, a method, or an instantiation(von Alan et al., 2004) according to the guideline 

one, we can propose following artifacts to achieve our goals. 

I 	A method to design meta models 

2. An enhanced method to develop the ontology framework model 

	

1.6,2.2. 	Guideline two: (problem relevance) 

The design-science research focuses to develop technology-based solutions and relevant 

business problems (von Alan et al., 2004). In our case the ontology framework will free 

the complexity of the design complex and workflow complications at the District Courts 

(case filing) since the construction of the artifacts aimed to change the phenomena. The 

thesis especially focuses the new method to be applied in order to model an error free 

ontology framework in the judicial system of Sri Lankan District Courts especially. 



	

1.6.2.3. 	Guideline three: (Design evolution) 

It is important to have good evaluation since this component gets the position as crucial 

component(von Alan et al., 2004). The quality of the thesis proposed model would be 

tested using functionality, usability, flexibility, simplicity, completeness, accuracy, 

reliability and efficiency. In our research we use the scenarios as qualitative method. 

Scenario 01: tender the case 

Scenario 02: payments 

Scenario 03: binding 

Scenario 04: Decision making 

	

1.6.2.4. 	Guideline four: (research contribution) 

The effect design science research should end up with the valuable research artifacts 

either new from the scratch level or the enhancements of the existing artifacts. The first 

goal of the research is to construct a method to develop ontology framework model to 

support service process management of the District Courts in Sri Lanka. This result is 

taken by publication I and publication 2. 

Our second goal is to apply the meta-models in order to develop the ontology 

framework is satisfied with our 3 d  and 41h  publication. 

	

1.6.2.5. 	Guideline five: (research rigor) 

In design science research, rigorous methods should be employed during development 

and evaluation of the artifact(von Alan et al., 2004). 



1.7. 	Disposition 

Chapter two discusses the overview of the related literature required for the work. A 

brief overview about ontologies, existing ontologies, the existing DEMO method along 

with some aspect models are described under the chapter two. 

The chapter three discusses about the modeling methodology of the ontology 

framework model for the case filing at the District Courts. The methodology is called 

DEMO-E (DEMO-extended). This chapter includes many different aspects of the 

research such as introduction of the data model is key conceptual design apart from 

other four aspect models such as action model, process model, state model and 

construction model. Further, introduction of couple of meta-models are discussed in 

depth level. 

The enhancement made to the DEMO is discussed under the chapter four. Further the 

description is extended to five important enhancements and the advantages of the 

enhancements. 

The chapter five describes the discussion made of this research. All advancements, 

advantages, working effort, and major challenges faced during the cause of the research. 

At last the chapter six is set up and elaborated to describe the overall conclusion and 

future recommended work directions of this research. The necessary annexure is 

following the chapter six. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE AND RELATED WORK 

It is very important that one should understand the under-lying fundamentals of the 

problem domain in order to deliver a better solution for the existing and potential 

problems. In this topic the survey is extended by examining the different ontology 

models, ontology principles, advantages of the ontology models, how the ontology 

models have been used in different domains and the variations of the models. 

2.1. 	The Ontology 

There are many definitions proposed for the word of "ontology" depends on the subject 

and the authors of the scientific papers. We would like to state most relevant definitions 

of the ontologies from the various literature available from the different domains 

including more or less closer to the ontologies in this thesis. Ontologies are conceptual 

models of a specific domain(Mommers, 2010). Gruber defines the ontology in a more 

specific way, "specification of a conceptualization and a more specifically, as a 

description of concepts and relations that exist for an individual or community of 

individual" (Gruber, 1993). Another definition of an ontology is "a shared 

understanding of some domain of interest"(Uschold and Gruninger, 1996). Ontology is 

stated as metal level description of the model under construction (van Heijst, 1995). In 

abstract, ontology is a model of reality of the world and the concepts in the ontology 

must reflect this reality. Ontology is broadly used for sharing common understanding of 

the structure of information among people or software agents(Gruber, 1993), enabling 

reuse of domain knowledge(Noy and McGuinness, 2001), making domain assumption 

explicitly or in other word domain theory development, separating domain knowledge 
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from the operational knowledge, analyze the domain knowledge(McGuiniiess and 

Wright, 1998), system development and system documentation furthermore, the 

ontology is playing vital role on different domains (viz, medical, engineering, 

mathematical, IT, financial, and social). 

2.2. Why and Where Ontology is being used 

The ontology design is applied in many popular areas (Artificial Neural Network, 

Artificial Intelligence, Medicine, Engineering, Computing and etc ... ) since the goal is to 

produce spectacular goal oriented solutions. These ontology models and the frame 

works would be applied for following reasons; to share common understanding of the 

structure of information among people or software agents, to enable reuse of domain 

knowledge, to make domain assumption explicit, to separate domain knowledge from 

the operational knowledge, and to analyze the domain knowledge. 

Sharing the common understanding of the structure of information between people or 

software agents is one of the general goals in developing ontologies (Tu et al., 1995, 

Gruber, 1993). The above stated goal is understood by the following scenario. Suppose 

many different web stores or sites may comprise with either medical information or 

supply medical service through internet. If the above stated medical stores or web sites 

share and publish the same inherent ontology they all apply, leads other agents can take 

and combine information from these different stores or sites. The computer agents can 

utilize this combined information to response user queries or make the data as input to 

other appli cations (Gruber, 1993). 
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Enabling reuse of domain knowledge widely accepted in the ontology researches and 

the ontology application development. The ontology is developed after a vast area of 

any domain studied with the adequate number of models gathered in different domains 

in any particular perspective or problem stated The developed ontology may be used in 

different domains too This simply stated as the ontology can be reused. Moreover, it is 

possible to combine several existing ontologies in order to work with the huge domain 

interested when it is possible. Meanwhile, it is also possible to reuse a general ontology, 

such as the United Nation Standard Product and Service Code (UNSPSC1 ), and extend 

it to describe the domain of interest (Gruber, 1993). 

Implementation of assumption that we decided in a domain can be developed with the 

use of domain knowledge. Meanwhile, it is possible to re-implement with the change of 

domain knowledge or accepting new materials to the domain as regular changes. A 

programming language is another assumption in a domain which is called as hard-

coding assumption, which is very difficult to understand and the changes made in the 

codes are hardly accepted from the base level users. Moreover, precisely stated specs of 

domain knowledge are very helpful for fresh end users who should understand the 

perspective of the domain interested. (Gruber, 1993, Noy and McGuinness, 2001). 

Extracting the domain knowledge from the operational knowledge is one of the other 

advantages of any ontology. It can be described that, a task of setting up a product from 

its components with the respect of mandatory requirements and develop a program or an 

algorithm which guides to setting up the above should be independent of the products 

United Nation Standard Product and Service Code is taxonomy of products and services for use in e-
commerce. 
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and components themselves (McGuinness and Wright, 1998). Therefore ontology can 

be developed of PC-components and use the algorithm to setup the machines. Even, thre 

is a possibility to apply the same algorithm to be applied in different situation regardless 

of the domain (Noy and McGuinness, 2001). 

One of the usages of the ontology is analyzing domain knowledge with the available 

specs. Formal analysis is much suitable for this purpose (McGuinness and Wright, 

1998), 

2.3. 	Classification of ontologies 

Ontologies can be classified according to the various views and the application domains 

(Guarino, 1997),The above stated is classified the ontology according to the two 

dimensions: their level of detail and their level of dependence on a particular task or 

point of view. On the first dimension he describes about the detailed ontology which 

refers the meaning vocabulary. Meanwhile, a simple ontology can be developed with 

underlying common concept with the objective of sharing the resources such as either 

online or offline applications (dictionaries). In the second dimension, the ontologies 

classified with the level of dependence and which is shown below in the figure 1. 

Meanwhile there is another concept of reference ontology (Andersson et al., 2006)is to 

derive most of the concepts are taken from one of the original ontologies, and additional 

necessary concepts are added in order to enhance it. 
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top-level ontology_J 

domain ontology 	task ontology 

application ontology 

Figure 1 basic classification of ontology (Noy and McGuinness, 2001) 

Top-level ontologies 

Top-level ontologies describe very general concepts like space, time, matter, object, 

event, action, etc., which are independent of a particular problem or domain: it seems 

therefore reasonable, at least in theory, to have unified top-level ontologies for large 

communities of users(Guarino, 1997, Mascardi et al., 2007). 

Domain ontology 

Domain ontologies and task ontologies describe, respectively, the vocabulary related to 

a generic domain (like medicine, or automobiles) or a generic task or activity (like 

diagnosing or selling), by specializing the terms introduced in the top-level 

ontology(Guarino, 1997, Kaiya and Saeki, 2006, Velardi et al., 2001). 

Application Ontology 

Application ontologies describe concepts depending both on a particular domain and 

task, which are often specializations of both the related ontologies. These concepts often 
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correspond to roles played by domain entities while performing a certain activity, like 

replaceable unit or spare component (Tu et al., 1995). 

Upper ontology: 

It is a model of the common objects which can be applied to the most of the domain 

ontologies available. It consist of a glossary which contains the terms and affiliated 

object descriptions which are used in different domain sets, concepts supporting 

development of ontology (Mascardi et al., 2007, Hoehndorf, 2010). 

Representation ontology or Meta ontology: 

It is a description of primitives such as concept; attributes; and relations used by the 

knowledge representation languages (Gruber, 1993, Guarino, 1997, Yudelson et al., 

2005, Wikipedia, Van Inwagen, 1998). 

Process ontology: 

It is used to describe the structure of the processes in an enterprise (inputs, outputs, 

constraints, sequencing information, involved in business or engineering processes) 

(Braidotti, 2006, Guizzardi et al., 2008, Liao et al., 2003). 

Organizational ontology: 

This ontology provides a description of artifacts and, actors. (Fox et al., 1998, 

Filipowska et al., 2009). 



Gellish Ontology: 

It is a combination of domain ontology and upper ontology (Wikipedia, Van Renssen, 

2003)) (Van Renssen, 2005). 

Domain specific ontology: 

It provides the additional information specific to an organization from given domain. A 

domain ontology (or domain-specific ontology) models a specific domain and it 

represents part of the world. The concept including rules and the meaning is very much 

domain specific and since that, different ontologies created with different languages, 

intended usage, and perception are more complex and pretty much incompatible to 

merge to make as a single ontology. I could notice in my literature works that the 

merging different ontologies as single as whole is still in crawling stage (Wikipedia, 

Kietz et al., 2000, Mukhopadhyay et al., 2007). 

2.4. 	Categories of Ontology 

The ontology can be categorized in to two according to the aspect of information 

technology as Generic Enterprise Ontology (GEO) and Deductive Enterprise Ontology 

(DEO)(Jayaweera, 2004).GEO is a collection of concepts, and its relationships of a 

selected enterprise. The DEO is its ability to automatically deduce answers to many 

"common sense" questions varies from general basic common sense questions to 

intelligence level communicational questions. 
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2.5. Selected Popular Ontology Framework Models in Industries 

It this section, some popular ontology frameworks which gain more popularity and 

prominent in the industry are discussed. 

2.5.1. Tove Ontology 

It is about to present logical framework activities, states, and time in enterprise 

integration architecture. The tove deals with first-order logic and identifies the problems 

as occurrence of actions. And the framework focusses in structured supply chain 

management and enterprise engineering. Moreover it provides the path for applying of 

theories of action and time. (Gruninger and Fox, 1994). 

The TOVE2  project is to develop an ontological framework model for Enterprise 

Integration (El) based on and suited for enterprise modeling (Fox et al., 1998). This 

project was initiated with the four main goals respectively; a) create a shared 

representation of the enterprise that each agent in the distributed enterprise can jointly 

understand and use b) define the meaning of each description c) implement the semantic 

in set of rules which enable TOVE to automatically derive the answer to many 

'common sense" questions towards the enterprise, and d) define a symbology for a 

concept in a graphical context. The above said four goals were reached by four different 

approaches indeed. The first goal was reached the development of reference model for 

the enterprise which provides data dictionary concepts which are common for range of 

enterprises. The second goal was reached with defining a generic level representation 

based on "terminological logic". Third goal was reached by defining a set of axioms 

2TOronto Virtual Enterprise project 
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which can provide more common sense answers, in all three different layers such as 

representation, generic and application as well. The fourth goal was reached by the 

defining of the symbols/ graphic representation of the terms. The extension of the 

TOVE project was TOVE enterprise model development by the approach of "ontology 

engineering". The first generation of TOVE is with the approach of "extracting rules 

from experts" (Fox et al,, 1998, Fox, 1998). The success and competence of the TOVE 

developed the model for computer manufacturer and an aerospace engineering firm with 

the knowledge engineering background along with computer integrated manufacturing 

(Fox et al., 1998, Fox, 1998). 

2.5.2. The UMM (Unified Modeling Methodology) 

The UMM is a Unified Modeling Language (UML3) modeling approach to design the 

business services which collaborate the business partners and provides the business 

justification for the service to be implemented in a service-oriented architecture (SOA) 

developed by LTN!CEFACT4. 

The UMM can be understood by its information and documentations. The UMM is an 

incremental business processes and information model construction methodology which 

provides different levels of granularity. The UMM provides the conceptual framework 

to communicate common concepts such as; industry expert, business expert, business 

stakeholder, business domain, business domain, business process, business 

The UML is a general purpose modeling language, which is designed to provide standard way to 

visualize the design of the system. 

United Nations Center for Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business 
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collaboration, business process activity, business interaction activity, business 

information, business collaboration domain and business collaboration model with open 

edi-scenario (Ahlsén et al., 1994, Veijalainen, 1992). 

A UMM business collaboration model comprises of Business Domain View (BDV) the 

partitioning of business domain into business areas, process areas, and business 

processes. This view establishes the business context of the process which is a precursor 

to evaluating the likelihood of finding reusable, previously defined, process descriptions 

or terminologies, the Business Requirements View (BRV) the view of a business 

process model that captures the business scenarios, inputs, outputs, constraints and 

boundaries for business processes and their interrelationships within business process 

collaborations, the Business Service View (BSV)- the view of a business process model 

that specifies the component services and agents and their message (information) 

exchange as interactions necessary to execute and validate a business collaboration, and 

the Business Transaction View (BTV) the view of a business process model that 

captures the semantics of business information entities and their flow of exchange 

between roles as they perform business activities(Folmer and Bastiaans, 2008, Huemer 

et al., 2008, (TMG), 2006). 

REA (Recourse-Event-Agent) ontology was also used to model the above project. The 

REA ontology is a specification of the declarative semantics involved in business 

collaboration (or more generally in a business process). In its most simple form without 

a high degree of precision, REA can he portrayed as a UML class diagram with 

associations and generalizations relating the object classes. 
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2.5.3. e3 Value 

e3  project was initiated with the goal of uplifting the interaction between the business 

enterprises in a wide level by JaapGordin and Hans Akkermans(Gordijn and 

Akkermans, 2001, Wieringa and Gordijn, 2005, Andersson et al., 2006). This project 

resulted many artifacts and findings by focusing their main goal. We are benefited with 

their findings such as e3  family includes e3value, e3control, e3strategy, e3services and 

e3alignrnents and toolsets. In elaborating; e3value is developed to bridge the gap 

between business and IT groups, particularly for development of e-business systems. 

Further, it was brought on requirement engineering and the conceptual modeling 

technique from the information systems, e3control pattern was developed to keep the 

business networks sustainable in abstract, e3strategy was developed to settle the 

positions problem of business enterprise, e3service was developed to find the techniques 

and software tools for designing online services though value models. The e3value 

ontology is widely used by many business models for its various advantages. 

The e3value is constructed on three important base level viewpoints namely, business 

value viewpoint, business process viewpoint and system architecture viewpoint. 

Basically e3  value concept is based on actor, value exchange, value activity and value 

objects. This project mainly focused to develop a network business model consisting of 

actors and the items they exchange. In this project the success theme is notion of 

economic value, how objects are created, exchanged and consumed in a multi-actor 

network. This project widely uses the Unified Modeling Language (UML) as the 

modeling language since the light weight of that language and other feasible facilities. 

The challenging victory of this project is the e3  value ontology. It consists of main 
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components as actor, value object, value port, value interface, value exchange, value 

offering, market segment, composite actor and value activity. 

Meanwhile the e3ontology is widely spread due to its number of different approaches 

such as light weight, conceptual, semi-formal, graphical, multi viewpoint, scenario and 

economic value aware approaches. In conclusion the e3 project is succeeded with its 

error free e3  ontology. 

2.5.4. REA Ontology Model 

The Resource-Event-Agent (REA) framework in (McCarthy, 1979, McCarthy, 1982) is 

a specific format of representation of an exchange. The REA deals three important 

aspects of exchanges: the events, the resources that are subject of the exchanges, and the 

participating agents in one side. The write opposite of the above set is the duality 

concept of the REA ontology model. The basic concept is given below in the figure 2. 
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Figure 2 REA basic model (McCarthy, 1982) 

Economic Resource: It has utility for economic agents, and is something users of 

business applications want to plan, monitor, and control on products and services; 

money; raw material; labor tools; and services. 
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Economic Agents: An individual or organization (customers, vendors, employees, and 

enterprises) capable of having control over economic resources, and transferring or 

receiving the control to or from other individuals or organizations. 

Economic Event: It (sales of goods, labor acquisition, and provision and use of services) 

represents either an increment or a decrement in the value of economic resources that 

are under the control of the enterprise. 

2.6. 	A short survey of selected popular legal ontologies 

Several studies have been done in order to formulate a good ontology in different 

conceptual schemes so far. It is clear by referring many literatures in legal domain; most 

of the studies have been focused to develop ontology for knowledge acquisition (viz. 

knowledge transfer, queries, and domain knowledge development), system development 

and domain theory development. The third one is still in crawling stage compared to 

earlier two. This thesis focuses on surveying four legal ontologies in this section and the 

main focus is on how far these ontologies can support the process optimization concept 

(which will be later developed). The followings are four popular cntologies in legal 

domain knowledge system development. 

I. 	LLD: Language for Legal Discourse (McCarty, 1989) 

NOR: Norma Formalism (Stamper, 1991, Stamper, 1996) 

LFU: Functional Ontology of Law (Valente, 1995) 

FBO: Frame Based Ontology (van Kralingen. 1997, Visser and Bench-Capon, 

1996, Bench-Capon) 
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2.6,1. McCarty's LLD: 

McCarty proposed a language for legal disclosure by considering the basement of any 

ontology is language. If we narrow down McCarty's concept, the basic components of 

LLD is constructed in three elements called atomic formulae, rules and modality 

respectively(McCarty, 1989). The atomic formulae can be described as building 

relations between basic objects. "A distinction is made between count terms (tangible; 

company, actor) and mass terms (intangible; value, cash, stock). Rules are formed by 

connecting atomic formulae with logical connectives. The combination of atomic 

formulae and rules become as first order logical expression. Modalities are second order 

expressions. Modality deals with time, event and actions. Here state changes are 

realized by the events. According to the LLD, actions bridge (relation) the actors and 

events. LLD supports four modality operators namely permitted, forbidden, obligator 

and enabled. Ultimately the LLD is a language for the ontology but not an ontology 

even though it shows generic conceptualization of legal domain (Visser and Bench-

Capon, 1996, Visser and Bench-Capon, 1998, McCarty, 1989, McCarthy, 1979). The 

common language is focused here in order to maintain the understanding the general 

quarries in legal domain. This model is well supported for terms and condition used 

legal domain. This LLD was not modeled for the workflow or process management 

concept. 

2.6.2. Stamper's NOR: 

In contrast to McCarty's LLD, Stamper proposed a new concept which was against the 

use of traditional logic (symbolic representation) especially in legal domain, since the 

traditional logic suffers from weak connection with real world. Stamper proposed 
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NORMA forrnalisrn(Starnper, 1991) though his project LEGOL(Stamper, 1980) to fill 

the gap of McCarty's concept. Stamper stressed that the entities should be described by 

their behavior instead of individuality or any truth value of it, The NOR is 

conceptualized with 	the concept of agent, behavioral invariants and 

realizations(Stamper, 1991, Stamper, 1996). The agent (viz, person, team, enterprise, 

social agents and nations) plays major role and by the experience it shows the results to 

the real world through actions by the help of responsibility. Stamper tries to describe the 

invariant behavior of entity is constant during cause of any actions. In other words 

behavioral invariant is a situation which does not affect the entity or its behavior. And 

the realization is a state change of an agent due to the actions performed(Stamper, 1991, 

Stamper, 1996). Though NOR put effort to formalize the real world mapping still 

suffers from the conceptual reality. The NOR is still with uncovered process flows with 

managerial concepts. Limitation of the generalization due to the language is another 

disadvantage of the said ontology. 

2.6.3. Valente's LFU: 

Valente proposed first acceptable ontology towards the functional perspective of the 

legal system as functional ontology of law. It is possible to abstract from the Valente's 

LFU that, the legal system is a tool, which can influence the social world. Valente 

strongly dealt with formation knowledge system that lead him to demonstrate six main 

legal knowledge areas (viz, normative, world or legal abstract model, responsibility, 

reactive, meta-legal and creative) in his LFU(Valente, 1995). We would like to 

summarize all of his knowledge as follows. Normative knowledge defines a standard of 

social behavior i.e. behavior of the people in society. World knowledge is descriptions 
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of the legal domain possibly the behavioral description of the system and stakeholders. 

Thus, Valente declared the world knowledge as a Legal Abstract Model (LAM). The 

said LAM consists two parts namely; definitional knowledge describes the definitions 

of legal norms (viz, concept, relations, case, situation and conditions) and causal 

knowledge describes dynamic part such as behavior of people in society. Responsibility 

knowledge describes the responsible of the people. Reactive knowledge shows the 

reaction to be taken in a situation. Meta-legal knowledge is the knowledge of a legal 

knowledge, most of the time reference knowledge. The creative knowledge in LFU 

refers the creation of non-existing entity ever before when it is needed(Valente, 1995). 

Moreover Valente fails to deal with process flows and the forming frameworks in order 

to show the creative knowledge or meta knowledge. 

2.6.4. Van Kralingen's and Visser's FBO: 

The main focus of FBO is to reduce the task dependencies in the legal knowledge 

system. The FBO is a mixture of legal ontology and statute-specific ontology. The FBO 

stands in good position since some part of the knowledge design is still reusable in sub 

legal domain (knowledge base systems) (Visser and Bench-Capon, 1996, Bench-

Capon). According to the legal ontology; it consists of three parts norms, acts and 

descriptions respectively. As we can see the norms is general rules and it is built with 

eight components (viz. norm identifier, norm type, a promulgation, scope, conditions & 

applications, norm subject, legal modality and act identifier). Act represents a behavior 

which can affect the real world. State changes, events and processes are stated under the 

acts and which comprised with set of components (viz, act identifier, promulgation, 

scope, agent, act type, modality of means, modality of manner, temporal aspects, spatial 
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aspects, circumstantial aspects, cause of the action, aim of the action, intentionality of 

an action and final state (Visser and Bench-Capon, 1996). Concept description is 

defined as the meaning of the different concepts in the legal domain and the concept 

description comprised with seven elements (viz, concept to be described, concept type, 

priority, promulgation, scope, conditions under which a concept is applicable, and 

enumeration of instances of the concept). As we discussed above generic legal ontology 

the elements are very much generic to the legal domain in FBO leads the elements 

stated above can be reused. The statute-specific ontology would be used under a specific 

sub domain since it describes and suits only within a sub domain. It cannot be used in 

another sub domain since the knowledge of the sub domain is different than other sub 

domain(Visser and Bench-Capon, 1996). One of the big advantages of this ontology 

some parts or terms can be used in legal sub domain with strong vocabulary concepts. 

This ontology is also strongly towards to the language and collection of legal 

vocabulary specific but not with the focus of the modeling organizational flow or work 

flow concept. 

2.7. Existing DEMO Methodology 

This section introduces the methodology adapted to the research conducted. Most of the 

information system researches follow the design science and action theory as mentioned 

earlier in the chapter one. This thesis is mainly focusing on design science proofing that, 

the application of existing knowledge to apply in a new system and resulting either 

solution or new artifact. This chapter is divided in to two parts; first is to describe the 

currently available DEMO methodology and the second part would be DEMOE 

(DEMO-Extended). 
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2.8. The Enterprise Ontology 

It defines, that the ontology (or ontological model) of an enterprise is defined as an 

understanding of its operation, that is completely independent of the realization and the 

implementation of the enterprise (Uschold and Gruninger, 1996, Uschold et al., 1998). 

It is essential and deeply realized of a conceptual model in order to cope up with the 

current and the future challenges. The said conceptual model should be coherent, 

comprehensive & complete, consistent, modular, objective and concise and 

demonstrates the operational factors of the enterprise model and further the properties of 

the conceptual model is described here (Dietz, 1999, Dietz, 2006, Reijswoud and Dietz, 

1999) 

Coherent: The enterprise model considers an organization to consist of a coherent 

layered integration (Dietz, 2006, Dietz, 2001) of three aspect-organizations: the B-

organization (business), the I-organization (information) and the D-organization 

(document). These organizations have series of supportive norms, in which the I-

organization supports the B-organization and the D-organization supports the I-

organization. Every organizational change must be reflected on one of any aspect-

organizations. The coherent integration of the three aspect-organizations makes (re-) 

designing and (re-) engineering manageable. 

Consistent: Employed four aspect models of DEMO (Dietz, 2006) are categorized 

under the same meta-model. Therefore the mutual consistency of the perspectives is 

naturally safeguarded (and for example easily implemented in a supporting tool). A 
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sudden organizational change may affect in all aspect models. Through the mutual 

consistency of the models the correlation between the processes, the data and the 

organization is always clear. The impact of changes in one of the perspectives on the 

other perspectives is always fuiiy and directly visible; there are no surprises, in the form 

of unanticipated consequences, during the implementation process(Dietz, 1999, Dietz, 

2006). 

Comprehensive and Complete: The DEMO-transaction is a universal pattern of 

coordination acts which lead the creation of a production fact. It is the generic building 

block for all business processes. This transaction can be used for designing of different 

business processes with the assurance of no information will be overseen regardless of 

the interested domain. The actions, especially the promise and the acceptance are 

carried out by unexpressed agreement and are rarely supported by IS or workflow 

management systems (Dietz, 1999, Dietz, 2006). DEMO supplies a complete and clear 

definition of competences, authorities and responsibilities for organizational 

implementation and relevant information for information structure which are necessary 

to the actors. 

Modular: The combination of a transaction and the actor role that is its executor, 

constitutes the 'molecular building block of organizations, whereas the transaction steps 

in the universal transaction structure are the 'atoms'. A business process is a tree 

structure of transactions. This modular structure offers a perfect alignment with 

component-based system development and it offers the ideal starting point for decisions 

about splitting and allying organi zati ons (Dietz, 1999, Dietz, 2006). The redesign and 
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restructuring of business processes can be implemented always still remains 

comprehensible and manageable without affecting the organization structure. 

Objective: DEMO models are objective. It provides reproducible models, which are 

independent from the 'modelers. Since all irrelevant information are refused, the DEMO 

delivers compact and truthful models (Dietz, 1999, Dietz, 2006). 

Consistent: The aspect models I Meta models are free from contradictions on set of 

models. Thus conceptual aspect models are well balanced and covering broad area of 

understanding including functional and organizational areas in an enterprise(Dietz, 

1999, Dietz, 2006). 

Concise: The way of modeling should be compact and succinct in order to express 

correct and exact message to the user without irrelevant matters. The property 

"essential" to the enterprise model is important since it shows fully independent from 

the way the model is realized and implemented The essence is highly stable and always 

up-to-date as it only shows which products (services) are delivered and what the 

structure of their corresponding business processes is, but not how these are 

implemented (Dietz. 1999, Dietz, 2006). 

2.9. The Notion of DEMO Ontological Model & Enterprise Engineering 

The DEMO shows strong ontological notion of the focused system with broad 

description. Especially the ontological notion of the DEMO focuses on construction and 

operation of the decided system as well. This ontological notion of the system is 
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perfectly adequate for building and changing system (re-engineering). It is more clear if 

it precisely stated that, ontological system notion defined as "something is a system if 

and only if it has the following properties such as; composition (set of elements of some 

category), environment (set of elements of the same category), production (the elements 

is the composition produce things that are delivered to the environment— goods or 

services), and structure (set of bonds among the elements). Meanwhile the composition, 

environment and structure collectively called construction of the system. Most of the 

times white box model (Dietz, 2001) obeys the ontological definition since it captures 

construction and the operation of the system. By the construction it clearly demonstrates 

the components and their interaction relationships. 
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Figure 3 The system design process (Dietz, 1999) 

More than the practice side of enterprise engineering, it focuses at studying enterprises 

or organizations in a multidisciplinary and engineering-driven way. In spite of these 

efforts, the current literature on enterprise engineering consists merely of best practices, 

without an integrating theory and without a clear definition of the field. 

The figure 3 illustrates apparently how the design process is being done. There are two 

systems being engaged with while the design process is done, called using system (US) 

and object system (OS) respectively(Dietz, 2006). According to the literature an 

ontology model of the system can be independent in its implementation. Structural or 

aspect models are playing vital role of describing overall structure and workflow of any 
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information systems. The below figure-4 shows the way ontology is being used to 

construct a system. 
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Figure 4 Ontology system constructions (Dietz, 1999) 

The following definition is useful when understaing further about the methodology. Re 

engineering a system means redoing the engineering process, starting from the 

ontological model, which may or may not have been changed as a result of redesigning 

the system (Dietz, 2001), The process of reconstructing the higher level models from 

the implementation model is known as reverse engineering (Dietz, 1999, Dietz, 2006, 

Dietz, 2001). 

2.10. The system development process 

The ontological framework model consists of actor roles, coordination acts/facts and 

production acts/facts. Therefore figure 5 is suitable architectural design with actor 

technology, communication technology and production technology. The actor 

technology can be represented by the either actor roles or the systems. Meanwhile the 

system also represents the role of a human on a selected end point. The communication 

technology consists of series of communication acts in between two actor roles consists 
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of data logical work and info logical works. The production act would be handled by the 

human since it may be either material or immaterial production. This thesis focuses the 

immaterial production since legal domain is rich in decision making. 
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Figure 5 The system development process (Dietz, 1999) 

The system to be developed is shown in above figure 5 as OS. It is meant to be used by 

the US and is thus going to support the US. The support of the US by the OS is called a 

way of realization of the US. 

2.11. The DEMO Methodology 

2.11.1. Modeling Theory 

The DEMO is an acronym that has had several long forms in the course of time, starting 

with "Dynamic Essential MOdeling". The current one is "Design and Engineering 

Methodology for Organization" (Dietz, 2006, Dietz and Habing, 2004, Reijswoud and 

Dietz, 1999). 

2.11.2. Operation Axiom 

We would like to introduce the DEMO methodology with the basic theory called "P 

theory"(Dietz, 2006, Krouwel and Op't Land, 2011), which is all about the 
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organizations. The symbol '"-F" is said as PSI: Performance in Social Interaction, the 

paradigm on which the theory in founded. The 'P theory does justice to the fact that 

organizations are social systems, while at the same time providing a rigorous 

engineering type of framework for understanding them. 

COORDINATION ACTOR ROLES 	PRODUCTION 

C-act 	 P-act 

wrk 	 Actors 	 wgrld 

C-fact 	P-fact 

Figure 6 Graphical representation of the operation axiom (Dietz, 1999) 

The 'I' theory consists of mainly three components; actor role, coordination and 

production. An actor role always deals with both production world (P-world) and the 

coordination world (C-world). The '+' theory is shown in figure 6 given above. By 

performing production acts (P-act), the subjects contribute to bringing about the goods 

and I or services to the environment in the form of either material or immaterial. A 

subject enters into and complies with commitments towards each other regarding the 

perfornrnnce of production is called as coordination acts (C-act). A subject in its 

fulfillment of an actor role is called an actor. The illustration of the coordination act 

shown in the figure 7. 

The coordination act is described with flow of some sub activities initiated from 

performer to addressee focusing on producing an important production with the 

intension. The intension can be described as request, promise, question and assertion. 
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performor addressee 
(P) (A) 

coordination act 

/\ 

intention proposition 

- request something that is or 
- promise could be the case in 
- question the production world 
- assertion 

Figure 7 Representation of a coordination act (Dietz, 1999) 

2.11.3. Transaction Axiom 

It is the second axiom of the DEMO. The transaction is clearly elaborated here with 

well explanted way in different level. A transaction is "a sequence of coordination acts 

between two actor roles that are aimed at achieving a well-defined result concerning a 

P-act/fact through three different phases such as order phase (0-phase), execution phase 

(E-phase) and result phase (R-phase)(Dietz, 2006). The person who initiates the 

transaction is called as initiator and the person who execute it as executer. A basic 

transaction pattern has four coordination acts and a production act namely request, 

promise, accept and execute (Dietz, 2006). The basic transaction pattern is illustrated in 

the figure 8 given below. 

reIut' 
reque9k3C 

-- reques

t"~\Prc 

mise 

puodj 

reGult 
Cc,$toffler 	riccep'ec1) iXJVCW '/ 	pnrduCe 

accept S 	 state 

Figure 8 Basic transaction pattern (Dietz, 1999) 
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rq: request 
pm: promEse 
st state 
ac: accept 

I 

In addition to the above diagram the coordination acts such "request" and "promise" fall 

under the 0-phase. The "state" and "accept" fall under the R-phase. The real execution 

is classified under the E-phase. 

It is possible to show more depth level of the full positive transaction pattern diagram. 

The transaction pattern is shown below in figure 9. 

Figure 9 Basic pattern of a transaction (Dietz, 1999) 

In the above figure 9, white box represents a C-act type and white disk represents a C-

fact type. A gray box represents a P-act type and a gray diamond represents a P-fact 

type. The initial C-act is drawn with a bold line, as is the terminal C-fact. In the 

background, the three phases are indicated. Every act and fact belongs to one of them. 

The gray-colored frames, denoted by "initiator" and "executor" represent the 

responsibility areas of the two partaking actor roles. As advancement, the basic 

transaction pattern can be extended to the standard transaction pattern with the decision 

state like accept; decline; or reject, shown in figure 10 is given below. 
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Figure 10 Standard transaction pattern (Dietz, 1999) 

In the above diagram, it is clearly illustrated that there are more stages than the basic 

transaction pattern such as "decline", "quit", "reject" and "stop" respectively. More over 

either the basic transaction pattern or standard transaction pattern can be extended with 

cancellation patterns. The DEMO is rich in situational cancellation pattern. The 

cancellation pattern rises with different comnmnication act stages such as; "request", 

"promise", "state" and "accept"; and it describes as request-cancellation, promise-

cancellation, statement-cancellation and accept-cancellation pattern respectively. It 

summarize that, a transaction can be cancelled four different places during the cause of 

the transaction pattern life cycle. 

2.12. Development of DEMO Aspect Models 

A set of ontology aspect models can be developed by the application of DEMO 

methodology. This DEMO methodology is mainly focusing on four aspect models 

namely action model (AM), process model (PM), state model (SM) and construction 

CL 
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model (CM). In depth level the construction model can be developed in two different 

models called interaction model (JAM) and insterstriction model (ISM) respectively. 

The brief description of all of these aspects models are shown in figure II given below. 

Construction Model 

A 
Interaction 	Iriters friction 

Modc 'W "l Model 

Process Model 	 State Model 

Acton Model 

Figure I 1 The ontological aspect models(Dietz, 2001) 

2.12.1. Construction Model 

The construction model of an organization specifies its composition, environment, and 

structure. Both composition and environment are set of actor roles fulfilled by human 

individually or collectively. The interaction structure of an organization consists of the 

transaction types in which the identified actor roles participate as initiator or executer. It 

is said as an Actor Transaction Diagram (ATD) and a Transaction Result Table (TRT). 

2.12.2. Process Model 

The process model (PM) defines the state space and the transition space of the C-world 

and thus sequences of states in the coordination world. A C-fact and its causing C-act 

are collectively called a process step. The PM is partially based on the information 

defined on the CM concerning which actor roles perform the C-acts. The coordination 

acts perfoniied by each role are designated the responsibility areas of that actor role. 
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The process model is further described with the help of process state diagram (PSD) and 

information use table (JUT). 

2.12.3. State Model 

The state model (SM) is the specification of the state space of the P-world. It consists of 

object classes, fact types, and result types, as well as the derived laws which hold. An 

SM is expressed with an Object-Fact Diagram (OFD) using Object Role Modeling. The 

SM also includes an Object Property List (OPL) that is able to specify fact types that are 

mathematical functions. 

2.12.4. Action Model 

The action model (AM) is the most comprehensive aspect model and integrates the 

concepts defined on the other aspect models (PM, SM, and CM). Therefore, the other 

models can be derived from the AM. This model describes the rules that apply to every 

transaction and would be applied to each and every actor roles. In general a pseudo-

algorithmic language is used to specify the action rules of the organization interested. 

2.13. The DEMO Extended 

The said methodology in previous section shows some incompleteness and is 

incompatible while we apply it in the legal domain. Therefore we intended to propose 

the enhanced version of the DEMO methodology as DEMO-E in order to overcome the 

incompleteness and the incompatibleness. The base of the methodology is more or less 

equal but we found many places it should be remade or reengineered. I would like to 

point out some places where it should be enhanced. The DEMO method mainly focuses 
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on the business domain. Thus, it needs significant modification in order to apply in the 

legal domain with more complicated interactions. The development of the DEMO-E 

will be discussed in the next chapter. 

2.14. The Modifications Needed 

The following breaches were found in the current DEMO methodology while it is being 

used in legal domain and these should be restored in order to develop the DEMO-E 

methodology. 

Duplication of the actor role is not mentioned, which makes it very hard to identify 

whether any particular actor role has been used earlier or not specially in a huge 

aspect model diagram (process model). It can be described by the case filing 

concept. In case filing the external actor role (lawyer) would be interacting with the 

courts in different places such as tending case, payment to the courts, receiving the 

approval from the judge, case hearings, and receiving the verdict. In this complex 

situations it is hard to point out the actor role is already available in the process 

structure diagram or not. So it is necessary to state the duplication of the actor roles 

throughout the process structure diagrams. 

It is not clear whether a data set is being under retrieval or storing/ writing in the 

data store or data warehouse specially Actor Bank Diagram (ABD). The designer of 

the ontology cannot understand the data from the data bank under read or write since 

this step is much needed for the either programmer or designer. 
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It is a big gap that, we are not able to see a separate data flow from any of these 

aspect models. The complexity of the legal system is much interconnected with data 

flow. The status of the data being processed is necessary to in order to proceed to 

the next level of transaction correctly and precisely. 

The standard transaction pattern lacks of decision points (decision visibility). 

According to the standard transaction diagram one action can be accepted and 

rejected at the same time. In the legal system it is not possible to happen like both 

decisions at the same time. Meanwhile this situation makes the programmer confuse 

and the programmer would be facing big difficulties while they try to program on it. 

The data flow has only been stated in the Construction Model (CM). The data 

should be stated precisely since the data shows huge issues in legal system. 

Combining the data flow with another model is hard to identify the data flow as well 

all the depth level data flow will not be shown at the combined data flow with 

another model. 

There is no single concept model, which can be applied in any situation. In the legal 

system there are many actions happening toward the verdict. It is necessary to 

produce a Meta model / concept model to apply in any level in the case from the 

filing up to verdict. Apart from this, it is more useful if there is a Meta model for the 

transaction, which can be applied others cases too. 



Cancellation patterns can be reduced. In business oriented culture there may be 

many places where cancellation patter can be applied, but the service oriented 

structure like legal system the cancellation pattern should be very limited. 

There are no decision points while we work with cancellation patterns. 

In the legal domain anywhere we cannot find the "refuse" state. Not like the 

business enterprise, the legal system there is no state like refuse in the complete case 

filing scenario. 

The above said problems were considered while the ontology aspect models and an 

abstract goal model are being modeled. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

LSPM FRME WORK 

This chapter proposes the development of the LSPM framework through DEMO-E 

modeling method. The LSPM framework was modeled according to the description of 

the case filing scenario at the District Courts. The case filing procedure is attached the 

annex I. 

3.1. Overall Approach of LSPM 

As mentioned earlier in this thesis, the hybrid methodology was adopted. The enterprise 

ontology framework model for legal domain illustrated in this section in a series of steps 

including five aspect models and the way the models are being modeled with necessary 

basic theoretical framework. The following figure 12 shows the approach of the 

designing the framework for Legal Service Process Management (LSPM). 

Domain 	J 	Prob'em 	J 	LSPM 	 j Apphcation & 

Studies 	1 Definition 	 framework 	 Evaluation 

Final 
framework 

Figure 12 LSPM framework approach 

At the initial the legal domain bounded within the research area (case filing and District 

Courts) was thoroughly studied in order to find the problems regarding the process 

management which is been practiced at the District Courts. Then the problems of Legal 
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Service Process Management listed (in the chapter one the problem definition is clearly 

stated). The overall LSPM based on Speech Act (SA) (Jayaweera, 2004), which 

describes about the communication activities among the different processes; Aspect 

Model (AM) which is to be developed in this same chapter under 3.4 sub section; and 

DEMO, which is explained in the chapter two under section 2.11.. The development of 

the LSMP framework is described by integration of Synthesis and Analysis, aspect 

models and the DEMO framework, The final framework was accepted by evaluating the 

proposed LSPM framework against test cases with the improvements. 

3.2. Development of LSPM 

The LSPM framework was developed with three basic analyzing (activity classification, 

actor role classification and result structure classification) and three syntheses (process 

pattern, construction and organization) as base level actions. On top of that, in order to 

do the analysis and synthesis the Coordination-Actor-Production (CAP) framework was 

applied in order to identify the activities that belong to coordination world or production 

world with the actor role involvement. Further, LSPM comprise of the standard 

transaction patterns that would be utilized to understand and design communication 

between actor roles in legal collaborations. Finally ontology aspect models were 

developed. 

The LSPM framework is comprised with following sub-components as listed below 

CAP framework 

Development of standard transaction pattern 

0 Analysis and synthesis 



Aspect models 

3.3. CAP framework 

The CAP framework consists of mainly three components; actor role, coordination and 

production. An actor role always deals with both production world (P-world) and the 

coordination world (C-world). By performing production acts (P-act), the subjects 

contribute to bringing about the goods and I or services to the environment in the form 

of either material or immaterial. A subject enters into and complies with commitments 

towards each other regarding the performance of production is called as coordination 

acts (C-act). A subject in its fulfillment of an actor role is called an actor. 

3.4. The Aspect Models 

There are five important aspect models available in order to describe the total 

framework of the legal domain case filing scenario namely; action model (AM), process 

model (PM), state model (SM), data transfer or data access model (DT) and 

construction model (CM). The CM is constructed with interaction model (JAM) and 

interstriction model (ISM) respectively. The definition of each model is stated in the 

previous chapter except data transfer model. The data transfer model promotes to the 

ontology programmer and the system developer to identify the data flow and the level of 

use. The figure 13 illustrates the five ontological aspect models. 
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State Model Process Model 

Interaction Model lnterstriction Model 

Construction Model 

Action Model 

Figure 13 The ontological aspect model of DEMO-E 

It is important that, the general elicitation method to acquire the basic for a correct and 

complete set of aspect models of enterprise ontology like DEMO-E based on three 

analysis and three synthesis steps which are stated below. 

3.5. Analysis and Synthesis 

The pertorma-inforina-torma analysis: All available pieces of knowledge are 

divided in three sets, with respect to the distinction axiom ontological action, info-

logical action and data-logical action respectively. 

The coordination-ac/or-production ana/ysis: The Performa items are divided into C-

acts/results, P-acts/results, and actor roles, according to the operation axiom. It is 

very much transparent since the three kinds are well distinguished in textual 

descriptions. 

The transaction pattern synthesis: The transaction pattern, according to the 

transaction axiom, is juxtaposed over the results so far, as a template, in order to 

cluster them into transaction types. Next, for each transaction type, respected result 
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type is rightly and exactly derived. The Transaction Result Table (TRT) can now be 

produced 

The result structure analysis: According to the composition axiom, every 

transaction type of which an actor in the environment is the initiator who is the 

medium for the delivery of the result to the environment. In general, the (internal) 

executor of the transaction type is initiator of one or more other transaction types, 

and so on. The transaction results can be viewed as components of the end result. 

The construction synthesis: For each and every transaction type, initiating and 

executing actor role(s) are identified founded on the transaction axiom. And which 

leads to development of the Actor Transaction Diagram. 

The organization synthesis: The identification of the construction is broken down in 

to both organization to be analyzed and its environment. The Actor Transaction 

Diagram can be set up with the organization synthesis. 

3.5.1. Performa-Informa-Forma analysis 

The performa-informa-form analysis is the first step of the development of the DEMO-

E model for the development of LSPM framework. This analysis can best be done by 

coloring the appropriate parts of the descriptions: red for Perfoima items, ercen for 

Informa items, and blue for Forma items. 

The general scenario of filing a case is described as given below. The plaintiff nice/s the 

plain/itt law ver for the coirsidiallLY regarding to file a case (divorce case). Meanwhile 

luwver/ee ilo ni/I he c/is cu'ved as well. The lawyer prepares the set documents such 

as motion, proxy, plaint, swnmons. and precepl 10 JI,scal in order to tendcr a case with 

the information given h). the plaintiff. 7/ic lawyer starl.c to write the plaint wi//i I/ic cleur 
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cle.vcriplion with in which ground the case can he tendered. After series of discussions 

and preparaflon of necessary documents, client/ plaintiff signs proxy ('appointment of an 

ailornev-at-law) in order to give authority to the plaintiff lawyer /ir the institution of 

actions and precedence of the case. Plaintiff lawyer signs the in 0/ion and plaint. Soon 

the plciuiilit/ hnvicr ieiide,'s the too/loll, jii'oxj, plaint, docuu,ieniv. s u/omen. precepi to 

fiscal along necessary payments (slump duty, ( ouris ide,) which is already paid ot the 

request of ( 'eW/.s clerk to the clerk, who is designated fbr the purpose. Lawyer files 

(hatid m'er) above said dI)cun1e17/s and stall/p iiai pav,nen/ receipt to I/it' ( 'ours eleik. 

The clerk checks all the documents and enters the case number and name oft/ic parties 

in the case register. Once the file is been registered, the clerk sends the documents to 

the hiiider 10 hi,uiv as a case record. The hound document (case /-ecor)  is sent to the 

chief clerk (registrar). Registrar checks the case record and forwards it to the judge for 

the acceptance and issue the summon on defendant. Judge peruses the case record and 

checkc for the validity of it. If the judge satisfies with the case record he accepts and 

JUL/ge I5.SUOS i/ic .viniinion hi a wai' of order or decision, accordingly the registrar signs 

the summons and direct the fiscal to .veric summon together copy of the plaint and 

relevant documents which were flied by the plaintiff's lawyer to the defendant. 

Azleanwhile a copy of all above stated t/edufllCIliv will be served to the plaintiff lawyer 

too. The case filing process terminates with the submission of the summon to necessary 

parties. 

In the above paragraphs the analysis have been done in order to differentiate the 

activities due to ontological production works, info logical and data level works. 
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3.5.2. The Coordination-Actors-Production analysis 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter the Performa items are divided into C-acts/results, 

P-acts/results, and actor roles, according to the operation axiom. A suitable way to 

perform this analysis is to draw a small box or disk or diamond over the pieces of text 

that are marked red in the previous performa-inforina-forma analysis. These shapes, 

respectively, indicate an actor role, a C-act/result, or a P-act! result. In electronic 

documents, it is more convenient to enclose a piece of text indicating an actor role 

between the brackets "["and "]", a piece of text indicating a C-act/ result between the 

brackets "("and ")", and a piece of text indicating a P-act/ result between the brackets 

"<" and ">". in addition, to avoid any confusion, the enclosed pieces of text are 

underlined 

The general scenario of filing a case is described as given below. The plaintff meets the 

plainiifilawverfbr the cm.cu/IcInci' regarding to file a case (divorce case). Meanwhile 

lawveric'e a/.o in/i he ihs'c'u.s'.vc'd as well. The lawyer prepares the vi'l docun'ienis such 

as nw/ion, proxy, plain!, summons, and precept ía Jiscal in order to <:li'nc/er'a case 

with the infaurnaiion given h the plaintiff lYie flawver/ (v/ails) to 'ii'uile the plo/ni wit/i 

the clear clescriplion wit/i in which giiun/ file casc can he tendered. A/icr series of 

(i/.vclI,v.cw/Is and preparalwn al iic'ccssaui• docujnc'niv, client plainhifj' signs proxy 

('appoinim en! 0/an attorney-at-law) in order to give authority to the piaintif//awyer for 

the insliwtion of actions and precedence of the case. Plaintiff lawyer s/gns the inouion 

and plaint. Soon the plain/i/f Iawi'cr /cndi'rv the iiwlian, pro.vv, plain!, docuinems, 

ii,ii,i,oii, precept to fiscal along necessaty < payinents'> (vianip diii'n, C 'our/s icc') which 

is already paid of the (rcqilesi) a/C 'ourI,s 'I'rk to the clerk, who is designated Jbr the 
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purpose. I ii'r /,/cs ('lialid m'ci)ahoc .Ild kcniiiciii. (luLl cIt (1)1/) diiii painwnl 

rcci'lpI iu I/ic Courts cler/. The clerk cliccks all the documents and enters the tOSC 

number and naiiie of/he parties in the case register. Once the file is been (regisieied), 

the clerk sends the documenls to the /hiiuh'ij to hiiid.c> as a case record. The boijiul 

dociii;iem cucc recoi./) is sent to the chief clerk (registrar). Registrar clicck,v the case 

record and fbrwards it to the judge fbr the acceptance and issue the summon on 

defendant. Judge peruses the case record and checks fbr the validity of it. Jf the judge 

satisfies with the case record he accepts and /7iu/cJ  is.cuc ihc cum,,uw In a itii ol 

ol(Ier (r t/cc/,soi/l-, accordingly the registrar sign.c the summons and direct the fiscal 

to (cc/''c) summon together copy of the plaint and relevant docwnents which were filed 

by the plainLff's lawyer to the deftndanl. Meanwhile a copy of all above slated 

hu uinciiis will be (ccii'c/) to the plainlif//aw ver too. The case filing process terminates 

with the submission of/he summon to necessary members. 

As shown in the above scenario we have identified the actors, production facts aid 

coordination activities. 

3.5.3. The Transaction Pattern Synthesis 

The major activity of this steps is to cluster the identified coordination acts/facts and 

production acts/facts in to transactions. Next, for every transaction type, the result type 

is correctly and precisely formulated. To be fully sure, one can check the identification 

of a transaction by validating the existence of one or more C-acts/results, either by 

studying the case description, or by asking the people who are involved in carrying 

through transactions of this type. Only if in the description of the case, there is no hint at 
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all of the existence of a transaction, can one forget its modeling. The Transaction Result 

Table (TRT) can now be produced. 

Transaction No Transaction Description 

TOl tender 

T02 payment 

T03 binding 

T04 decision 

Table 1 Transaction Result Table 

These transactions show the main jobs of the system; however, this has to be validated 

in the following steps. It is necessary to add the list of generated result type according to 

each transaction type. This step is being done for couple of reasons; one is that only a 

precise formulation can be taken as the starting point for constructing the State Model 

and this is the last chance to eliminate those transactions that are not B-transactions, but 

I- or D-transactions, or are not transactions. 

According to the above mentioned transactions the following resultant types will be 

produced. As we can see, all these transactions happen towards to achieve a case 

acceptance and are called this as "C". 

Result Result type 

ROl tendering of C has been tendered 

R02 payment of C has been paid 

R03 binding of C has been performed 

R04 decision of C has been made 

Table 2 Transaction results and types 
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It is important and possible to get the conixnon and final table by joining table-i and 

table-2 given above 

Transaction No Transaction description Result No Result Type 

TOl tender ROl tendering 	of 	C 	has 

been tendered 

T02 payment R02 payment of C has been 

paid 

T03 binding R03 binding of C has been 

performed 

T04 decision R04 decision of C has been 

made 

Table 3 combined transaction and result table 

in summary the detail of the above table would be important and be used everywhere. 

3.5.4. The Result Structure Analysis 

According to the composition axiom, every transaction type of which an actor in the 

environment is the initiator may be conceived as delivering and end result to the 

environment. In general, the (internal) executor of this transaction type is initiator of 

one or more other transaction types, and so on. The results of these cascaded 

transactions can be viewed as components of the end result. The practical way to 

perform this step is to read the description of a case to look for phrases in which 

dependencies between production acts or results are expressed. This step of the method 

helps in determining the causal and conditional relationships between transactions. 
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Cii. filed 	 Cj bound 

Cu. psymtnt is paid 

Figure 14 Result structure chart of case filing 

It is clear from the above figure 14 that the T04 (decision) depends on T03 (case 

binding) and the T03 (case binding) depends on both TOl (tendering) and T02 

(payment). With the identification of the dependencies this part is concluded. 

3.5.5. The Construction Synthesis 

Under construction synthesis, the actor roles are identified that serve as the initiator 

and/or the executor of the transaction types that have been found in the previous steps. 

The crispinet (Dietz, 2006)representation plays major role in order to develop the 

diagrams / models here after. The given table (table#) describes the initiator and the 

executer. 

Transactions Actor Role Initiator Actor Role Executer 

Tender Plaintiff lawyer Clerk / Registrar 

Payment Clerk / Registrar Plaintiff lawyer 

Binding Clerk / Registrar Binder 

Decision Registrar/ Binder Judge 

Table 4 Transaction and actor roles 
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3.5.6. The Organization Synthesis 

This last step of the method and all about identifying and deciding about what belongs 

to the kernel of the organization and what belongs to the environment, as well as what 

constitutes the interface between them. This synthesis will be done with the ontology 

aspect models follows. 

3.6. Aspect Models 

In this section all five aspect models are explained with the ontology models for case 

filing scenario in the District court of Sri Lankan judicial system. 

3.6.1. Interaction Model (lAM) 

The construction model (CM) of an organization specifies its composition, environment, 

and structure, according to the system definition. The composition and the environment 

are both a set of actor roles. By norm, the environmental actor roles as composite actor 

roles, even though that an actor role is elementary since, in general it is unclear whether 

an environmental actor role is elementary or composite. Further, the kernel of the 

selected system is seen as a global composite actor role. The resulting CM is referred as 

the global CM of an enterprise. The CM in which the kernel contains only elementary 

actor roles is referred the detailed CM. The boundary clearly distinguishes the set of all 

(relevant) actor roles into the composition and the environment. The lAM is a part of 

the construction model (CM), and which can be modeled by modeling actor transaction 

diagram (ATD) global, actor transaction diagram (ATD) detail and the transaction result 

table (TRT). And moreover this ATD contains the transaction types in which the 

identified actor roles participate as initiator or executor. 
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In order to draw the first diagram of ATD as global ATD it is necessary to create the 

table called transaction result table (TRT) of the court case filing. The TRT table 5 is 

given below. 

Transaction type Result type 

TO I case tender Rol tender C has been started 

T02 payment of fee R02 payment C has been paid 

T03 case record binding R03 binding C has been performed 

T04 decision R04 decision C has been made 

Table 5 TRT of case filing 

Now it is possible to draw the global ATD since we have identified the external actor 

roles, kernel of the court, initiators, executers and the transactions. The global ATD is 

illustrated below in the figure 15. 

Figure 15 Global ATD of case filing at District court 

CA - composite actor role Txx - Transactions 
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Figure 15 illustrates that, the diagram in a very abstraction mode without showing much 

detail such as internal transaction except the interface transactions. The names of the 

actor roles are not a formal part of the construction diagram but for the easiness it is just 

used. CAOO is the first composite role of the court system and which is called the kernel 

of the Courts. The kernel system may be initiator or executer of the transaction but not 

both. The grey line with the text of "court" is the system boundary where whatever the 

transactions being done inside the grey line is called internal transaction and the actor 

roles which are inside the grey line is called internal actor roles. Outside the grey line is 

the opposite of the above stated sentences as external actor roles and the external 

transactions (interface transaction). Mostly the interface transactions are called the 

external transaction but in general it is said as interface transactions. The transactions 

TOl, T02 and T04 are called transactions (interface transactions). There are two 

different kinds of links are found in between an actor role and a transaction. The link 

starting with the small red spot from an actor role is called executor actor role. As 

example for tender (TO 1), decision (T04) and payment (T02); the court kernel and 

lawyer are executors respectively. Meanwhile the link starting without the red spot in 

the beginning is called as initiator for the transaction. In the above diagram CAO1 

(lawyer) acts as initiator ofTOl and T04; and CAOO (Courts kernel) is for T03. 

The next part of the global actor transaction diagram is to design the detailed actor 

transaction diagram. The detail transaction diagram is shown below in figure 16. 
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lawyer 

T04 

decision 

Figure 16 Detailed ATD of District court (case filing) 

In that above diagram, there are mainly three parts such as tender and pay1nents 

binding; and decision making, The detailed ATD explains the elementary actor roles 

and internal transactions. Here the Courts kernel CAOO (composite actor role) is 

converted to the basic elementaiy roles such as registrar role (AOl), binder (A02) and 

judge (A03). We can see there is a new transaction called T04 (binding) is out there. 

The binder (A02) will be executor for the transaction T03 (binding) and the A03 (judge) 

is the initiator of the same transaction T03. In abstract; one could apply a finer-grained 

product structure, as we suggested result structure analysis above. This can always be 

done for material production, down to the level of the nuts and bolts. Regarding 

nonmaterial products, like being paid or being completed of a purchase, the product 

structure is always simple, typically only one level deep. 
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3.6.2. The Process Model 

The process model (PM) of an organization shows state space and transition space of 

the C-world. Furthermore it describes the set of possible and allowed series of states in 

the C-world. Each transition in the C-world results a C-result since there is a strong 1:1 

relationship between C-result and causing C-act. A C-result and its causing C-act are 

collectively called as process step. A process model is expressed in a Process Structure 

Diagram (PSD) and an Information Use Table (IUT). The symbol of the C-act type (a 

small box), from which it is created. This is possible since any C-act type has exactly 

one C-fact type as its result. A similar reasoning holds when pushing the small diamond 

of the P-fact type onto the small box of the P-act type. The combined symbols represent 

process steps. By recalling the DEMO it is mentioned that, the process state diagram 

should not be used with standard transaction pattern but the basic transaction pattern. In 

the standard transaction pattern only we can see the rejection, refuse or cancellation for 

any reasons. Meanwhile as I mentioned in the figure 10 in the previous chapter the 

decision point is not mentioned in the standard transaction pattern. Before process to the 

PSD it is necessary to make clear picture on the decision points. 

If we take the standard transaction pattern of the DEMO (figure 10), it is clearly 

illustrated an initiator request with the request acts and the executer receives that as 

request fact. Then the executor commits both declining and promising acts. This is the 

big weakness of the DEMO since with the diagram either a good programmer or 

ontologist cannot go to the next step by keeping the both acts at a time without decision 

point. Here we introduce an empty diamond symbol in order to overcome the 

confusion stated. So if the decision point is available in between the request fact and the 



executor actor role then the executor makes the selection to move which path; either 

"promise" or "decline". Further, the same problem occurs when the executor states his 

finishing his execution the initiator should accept it. But in the standard transaction 

diagram (figure 10) when we see that, again the initiator accepts and rejects the 

production result. The above said two activities cannot be happened in paral]el. Again in 

order to overcome this confusion we introduce the same empty diamond symbol as 

decision point for taking the either of the decision but not both. The fixed standard 

transaction pattern is shown in the figure 17. 

Figure 17 clears the confusion on decision points. According to the DEMO-E standard 

transaction pattern the initiator sends the request for the dealing as request fact and the 

executer decides whether the requested to be refused or promised. This can be applied 

again when the executor sends the product as state act, the initiator receives as state fact 

and initiator is a stable position to decide whether the product can be accepted or 

rejected but not both. And this added simple symbol definitely makes impact in the 

DEMO technology. 



rq: request 
pm: prome 
et: state 
ac: accept 

dc:decUne 
qt:qtht 

nod 
Sp: stop 

Decision 
point 

Figure 17 Standard transaction pattern of DEMO-E 

In the above diagram it is clear that, both initiator and the executor can make good 

decision without confusion. Thus, programmers need not to search for another 

ontologist in order to understand the hardcore of the ontology model. Meanwhile it is 

important either the initiator or executor cannot take the both decision (dc and pm) at 

the same time. 

Next we will get in to the PSD with basic transaction pattern. The figure 18 shows the 

transactions, elementary actor roles, composite actor roles, coordination activities (viz. 

request, promise, state and accept) and production acts. It is up to the designer to break 

the PSD in to more than one part for the easiness and the paper size. 
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Figure 18 PSD I of District court (case filing) 

According to the diagram given above in figure 18 we could see there are two parts in 

the case filing processes. Thus, we can draw accordingly. The PSD also become two 

parts according to the figure 18 in the ATD detailed. The part one of the PSD figure 18 

illustrates the tendering, payment and binding processes. Meanwhile, the part two of the 

PSD shown below in figure 19. 
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CAO1 

rH® 

Figure 19 PSD II of District court (case filing) 

As one can see in the figure 18, the standard steps in a transaction are connected to each 

other by a causal link. If we take the figure 18, composite actor CAO1 initiate the 

transaction by requesting (rqTOl) the transaction tender (TOl) to tender the case 

documents. Actor role AOl (registrar), promise (prnTOl) the transaction and initiate the 

payment transaction (T02) by the request (rqT02) to the composite actor role (CAO1). 

Meantime, AOl waits for the T02 ends in order to finish the transaction (T02). Actor 

role (CAO1) promises (pmT02) and start the execution of transaction (T02). Soon after 

the execution of T02, composite actor role (CA01) states (stT02) the result of the 

transaction T02. Actor role AOl receives the status (stT02) and accepts (acT02). The 

acceptance of T02 is necessary to process the execution of TO 1. So we can see in the 

figure 17, the acT02 and execution TOl is connected with the conditional link but not 

the causal link. With the acceptance of T02, the TOl is being executed and states the 

status (stTOl). While requesting the rqT02 another request (rqT03) also initiated by the 

actor role AU I .The executed status (stTU 1) of TO 1 is necessary in order to process the 

request to actor role A02. Again we can see in the figure 18, the conditional link goes 
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from stTOl to rqT03. Actor role A02 promise (pmT03) transaction and execute (T03). 

The status (stT03) is the result after end of the T03. The status (stT03) binding 

transaction is accepted by the actor role AO 1. Even though that status (stT03) accepted 

by the AOl, that acceptance is delegated to the actor role A03.The figure 19 shows the 

second part of the PSD. Indeed a lawyer expects decision from a judge of the court 

regarding the filing of a case but not the final judgment in this stage. Thus we can state 

that, the diagram illustrated in figure 19, as main diagram since decision of the judge is 

vital part of the Courts system. If we closely look the figure 19, the composite actor role 

(CA01) requests (rqT04) the actor role A03 to produce the decision. So the actor role 

A03 needs to promise (pmT04) but in order to promise the transaction T04, the previous 

all the steps must be completed. That is why, the link between acT03 and the pmT04 is 

a conditional link. Once the actor role A03 accepts the statement of the actor role A02 

then actor role A03 promises (pmIT04) and it goes for the execution of the T04. Soon 

after transaction the result is stated (st/T04) to the composite actor role CAOI. By end, 

the composite actor role CA01 accepts (acIT04). With the acceptance of T04 the case 

filing procedure comes to an end. 

The above showed aspect model (process model diagram) is modeled with only basic 

transaction pattern. But it should be modeled using standard transaction pattern since 

any one can understand the transaction concept well. The following illustrations clearly 

show the standard transaction between different actor roles. 



rendering - standard transaction diagram 

AOl 	 CA01 	 AOl 	 CAOl 

Figure 20 Standard transaction diagram for tendering 

payment - standard transaction diagram 

CAOl 	 AOl 	 CAO1 	 AOl 

Figure 21 Standard transaction diagram for payment 
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binding - standard transaction diagram 

A02 	 AOl 	 A02 	 Aol 

Figure 22 Standard transaction diagram for binding 

decision - standard transaction diagram 

A03 	 AOl 	 A03 	 CA01 

Figure 23 Standard transaction diagram for decision 

M. 



A0 1: actor role 01 	A02: actor role 02 	A03: actor role 03 

al: allow 	rj: reject pm: promise rf: refuse dc: decline 	st: state 

CAO1: composite actor role ci: cancel ac: accept rq: request 

Basically a coordination action can find different ways in order to obey the certain 

condition. The request act is posted to the next following actor. The next actor has two 

choices before the execution takes place. The first choice would be decline (dc) where 

the necessary conditions are not met or, the promise state (pm) where the conditions are 

acceptable. If the request finds the path as decline (dc), then the request re-sent to the 

requesting person. At the initiating actor has two choice of declined request; either the 

request is made as re-request or the requesting actor role quite from that requesting 

action. It is possible to an executor to cancel the promise. Then the cancel-promise 

request is sent to the initiator. Initiator has two options either to allow (al) the cancel-

promise request or refuse (rf) it. Once the cancel-promise is allowed by the initiator, 

then the executor sets as the decline state to the initiator. The cancel-promise request is 

refused then the process finds the normal path. 

Once the request is promised then, it is sent to the execution state. Soon after the 

execution, the result is set state (st) stage. It is possible to the executor to cancel the 

state (st) in order to re-correction of the execution. Then the cancel-state request is sent 

to the initiator for the approval. The initiator can decide in to two ways either to allow 

(al) it or reject it. If it is allowed then the request is sent to the execution point and it 

will be re-executed. If the cancel-state rejected, then the request finds the ordinary path. 
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Once the result of the transaction is stated by the executor then the transaction is 

completed once the initiator accepts it. If not, the result is rejected and sent to the 

executor again. Executor has two option either to re-do the process and set the state as 

stated (st) or to stop (stp) the current transaction. 

On the other hand an initiator can cancel the request. If he wants to cancel the request 

the initiator has to send the cancel-request to the executor. Executor either allows it or 

rejects the cancel-request. If the cancel-request is accepted by the executor, then the 

initiator quits (qt) from the transaction. If the cancel-request is refused by the executor 

then the transaction finds the normal path. 

There is another possibility to cancel the accepted state. It is said that, the initiator 

launches the cancel-accept request to the executor. Executor decides either to refuse or 

accept it. If it is refused then that is the ordinary path of the transaction. If the request is 

accepted by the executor then, the initiator rejects (rj) the result leads either to stop the 

transaction or redo the result and state it again by the executor. 

In a summery the standard pattern gives more detail about the "acceptance", 

"cancellation", "stop","refuse" or "rejection" on the different level of requests. 

As this thesis suggested at the initial level, the process model (PM) is constructed with 

two components such as Process Structure Diagram (PSD) and Information Use Table 

(JUT). According to the DEMO model this JUT can be completed only after the state 

model (SM) has been completed. 



Object, Class, Fact type or Result type Process Step 

CASE FILING TOI/rq, T02/rq, T03/rq, T04/rq 

PERSON TOI/rq 

payment has been paid T02/rq, 

binding has been performed T03/rq 

decision has been made T04/rq 

CASE TYPE TOI/rq 

case data TOI/rq 

Fable 6 Intormation use table ot District Lourts case riiing 

3.6.3. The Action Model 

The Action Model (AM) is the most descriptive and base level model. Its structure 

shows the atomicity on the ontological level. Indeed other three aspect models (PM, 

SM, and CM) are derived from the AM, even though the order of formation of the 

models differs. The AM of an organization consists of a set of action rules. The action 

rules guides the actor to do the actions accordingly. There are certain cases which actor 

role needs to deviate from an action rule. Eventually, the responsible remains to the 

actor for his or her acting. The pseudo algorithmic language is used for the action rules 

for the organization. The following informal definition rules are applied to the pseudo 

algorithmic language. 

An action rule is enclosed by an on-no bracket pair. This on clause, as it is called 

formally, specifies the actions that are being dealt with in the first line, and what 

actions have to be taken for dealing with it in the other lines. 

Conditional responses (choices) are represented by an if clause, enclosed in an if-fl 

bracket pair 



If there is more than one choice, the second and following ones are preceded by the 

symbol "€", 

Every choice consists of the condition, which is checked to be true, followed by the 

symbol "?", followed by the action(s) to take. 

Repeated actions are specified by do clause, enclosed in a do-od bracket pair. In the 

first line (after do) the number of repetitions is specified, usually, in an indirect way, 

like using variables, the values of which are inspected at runtirne. 

According to the guideline, the action rules for each actor along with the transactions 

are made. 

Action rule for the actor role AOl: 

onreguested TOl (C) with tender (new C) = T 

if not <necessary documents are available>AND<payment is done> 

> decline TUl (C) 

€ <necessary documents are available>AND<payment is done> 

promise TOl (C) 

no 

Description: This action rule specifies what has to be done if the agendum to be dealt 

with is a TOl being requested. At initial, the generation of the entity is being done with 

the type of case. We have selected to process with the divorce case filing at the District 

court of Kalmunai (flow chart of the case filing is under annexure III). Then the actor 

role AU 1 checks the necessary documents (motion, proxy, necessary payments, with 

stamp duty along with stamp, plaint, necessary evidence documents such as marriage 
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certificate; birth certificate including parents and children; medical certificate; police 

report; report from the family counselor; summon; copy of plaint and field documents; 

precept; and stamp together envelop. If the composite actor role (CAO 1) fails to submit 

either the above said necessary documents or the payment to the Courts then the 

transaction one (TOl - tendering) will be declined or rejected by the Courts. Or the 

necessary documents and the payment to the Courts are accepted by the actor role one 

(TO 1) then the TO 1 will be promised by the AOL And the rest of the orders are come 

with the promise of the request made by the composite actor role CAO I. 

onpromised TOl (C) 

request T02 (C) 

no 

Here once the actor role promised the transaction one (TO 1) then the actor role AU 1 

requests for the Courts payment. Thus, the actor role expects the correct payment in 

order to precede the TU1 after T02 completes by the composite actor role CAO1. 

onstatedTO2 (C) 

if not<payment is acceptable> 

? decline (T02> 

if<payment is acceptable> 

? accept (T02) 

no 
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Soon after the execution of T02, the result would be stated (st/T02). With the 

appearance of st/T02, actor role AOl checks whether the payment is made correctly 

(amount) or not. If the payment is validated and acceptable by the actor role AOl, then 

actor role AU 1 accepts the T02. 

onaccepted T02 (C) 

execute (TO 1) 

state TO 1 (C) 

no 

Once the payment transaction (T02) is accepted, the actor role AOl executes the TOl 

and state (st/TO 1) the result to the initiator of the TO 1. 

onstatedTOl (C) 

request T03 

no 

With the display (st/TO 1) of transaction (TO 1), the actor role AOl requests (rq/T03) for 

the binding transaction to the executor. 

on stated T03 (C) 

if not<bound case document correct> 

reject T03 (C) 

if<bound case document correct> 
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2: accept T03 (C) 

no 

Soon after the binding transaction, the binding role posts (st/T03) the result to the 

initiator (AOl) of the transaction (T03). If the bound case record is correct and 

acceptable then that transaction (T03) is accepted (acIT03) otherwise it is rejected 

(rj/T03). 

Action rule for actor role A02: 

onreguested (T03) 

if not<necessary case documents in order> 

2: decline T03 on (C) 

€ (necessary case documents in order> 

2: promise T03 (C) 

no 

These set of rules belongs to the actor role A02. Actor role A02 denotes the binder of 

the case document as the case record. With the request (rq/T03), the actor role (A02) 

checks the case documents for the completeness. If the case documents are complete 

then actor role promise (pm!T03) the transaction (T03) else, declines (dcIT03) the 

transaction (T03). 

onpromised T03 (C) 

execute T03 
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state T03 (C) 

no 

If the transaction (T03) is promised (pmIT03) by the actor role A02, soon the execution 

of the transaction (T03) happens. End of the successful transaction (T03) the result (case 

record) is stated (st/T03). 

Action rule for actor role A03: 

onreguested T04 (C) 

ifnot accepted T03 (C) 

? decline T04 (C) 

€promise T04 (C) 

no 

The actor role A03 denotes the judge of the District Courts. If the transaction (T03) is 

accepted (ac/T03) by the actor role A03 then the new transaction (T04) is promised 

(pmlT04) else the new transaction T04 will be declined (dcIT04). 

onpromised T04 (C) 

execute T04 

state T04 (C) 

no 
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Once the transaction is promised (pm/T04) by the actor role, then the execution of 

transaction (T04) starts. End the execution the result would be posted (st/T04). 

3.6.4. The State Model 

The State Model (SM) of an organization is the specification of the state space of the P-

world. The SM is described with specifying the object classes, fact types, and the result 

types, as well as the existential laws that hold. It is built up with an Object Fact Diagram 

(OFD) and an Object Property List (OPL).The OPL is a table where specifying fact 

types that is proper (mathematical) functions, and of which the range is a set of values. 

The fact type in an OPL is called as properties of object classes. The OFD is designed 

by World Ontology Specification Language (WOSL),It is possible to get object classes, 

fact types, and result types, and all pertaining existential laws along with all derivation 

rules, in the action rule (Action Model) specifications. Thus, the contents of both the 

OFD and the OPL of an organization are completely determined by its action model. 

This makes the state model of an organization more or less closely related to the 

objective model. Apart from the above said factor we need to include the information 

items which are relevant for the operation of the organization. This is in sharp contrast 

to the current practice in requirements engineering, in which the information wishes of 

users are collected. 

With the explanation presented above, we can develop the state model of the case filing 

at the District Courts. Prior to the development of it is necessary to present the object 

classes, fact types, and pertaining existential laws. The said properties are displayed in 

the table-7 given below. 
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property type object class type / scale 

date of tender CASE FILING DATE 

deliver address PERSON ADDRESS 

divorce case CASE TYPE TEXT 

Table 7 OPL of District Courts (case tiling) 

In the above figure 24 given below, there are three core categories namely PERSON, 

CASE FILING and CASE TYPE. These three categories almost cover the whole filing 

processes in different places and ways. There are two fact kinds called F01 and P02 

respectively. FOl denotes that, case filing C is the case type of CASE FILING has a 

person P which is the type of PERSON. The person P depends on case filing C since, it 

is necessary that, if there are any case filing there should be a person but each person 

need not to have the case filing. And the other fact type F02 denotes that, each case 

filing (C) has a case type (T). The dark dot is states the dependency law and the small 

dash on the C is unicity law. There are four result types called ROl, R02, R03 and R04 

respectively which are already mentioned in previous chapters. 

P01 	 P02 
13~ 

 tertdJ 'as been 	pyment[as been padi 

PERSON 	 I_I 	 CASE FILING 	 I} 	II I 	=CASE 

persan[P]cusotonw of [C] 	 casefiIin[C]is type of [fl 
cee filino 

JR0 	 JRO 

bindirig(C)iaebemi 	decision[C] has beanmade 
performed 

Figure 24 OFD of District Courts (case filing) 
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3.6.5. The Data Model 

The next aspect model is data model, which describes how the data is used during the 

transaction even sub level transactions such as (request, promise, execute, state and 

accept). Later in the interstriction model, we can find the description about the 

databanks (storages) which are used to either for retrieval purpose or storing purpose. 

The access of the databanks are very much occur all coordination levels except 

acceptance act since it is just a matter of acceptance the result of the transaction 

interested. Coordination acts such as request, promise, and state access (read or write) 

the databanks massively. The meta-model of the data model is given below in the figure 

25. 

Figure 25 Data transaction meta-model 

The data meta-model simply describes the way the data is being transferred from one 

destination to another with the involvement of actor roles and the transactions along 

with place where the data is accessed (read or write). The solid arrow line denotes the 

direction where transfers happen. And the dashed line denotes the conditional data links 

(transfers). The double arrow denotes that, the data access direction either way or both, 

it totally depends on the transaction being processed. 
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The data model can be traversed in to one level depth. If we take the total transaction as 

we know there are two major acts namely production and coordination. There are four 

coordination acts involve for a single transaction to be completed. The following model 

describes the coordination level data access (read or write) level, 

transaction 

- LEELEEEA0._. 

óóóóó 
Figure 26 Coordination level data access 

As mentioned in the earlier paragraph, there are couple of actor roles namely initiator 

and executor. In the above figure 26, AOl denotes the initiator and A02 denotes the 

executor. This diagram illustrates in which place exactly the data is accessed (either 

stored or retrieved) during the transaction in between two actor roles. There are five 

different stages of the transaction including two acts (viz. production & coordination). 

The "a", "b", "c", "d", and "e" denotes the data stores (data banks) which is accessed by 

the relevant acts. This access is either retrieval or store. 

The diagram given below shows the depth level illustration how the data is being moved 

and what are the data stores is accessed by the both transactions and the actor roles. If 

we take on the figure 27 given below, the initiator of the case filing GAOl actor role 

initiate the transaction TOl with the data dO. When the transaction begins the transaction 

TOl needs either read or write the data from the CPBOI, CP1302 and CPB04. 

Meanwhile the transaction T02 also starts in parallel to the TOl. T02 needs to access the 
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CPBOI and CPB04 for the execution and the payment data is dOl. TOl starts to execute 

when the result of the transaction T02 reaches. In T02, payment data is sent to the 

execution of the transaction TOl. The payment data (dO 1) and the case tendering data 

(dO) is collected and processed. End of the transaction TO!, the resultant data would be 

case document data (da). The data (da) is sent to the binder (A02) to do the transaction 

T03. The binder collects the information (data) and bind as the case record; but the data 

still remains same as case record (da). The case record data (da) is sent to the actor role 

A03 in order to get the approval for the case to be filed. Then the end of the transaction 

T04, actor role A04 delivers the order either for the approval or reject. The data turns to 

the new direction as decision data (db). 

Figure 27 Data model of District Courts (case filing) 

Meantime, the data banks are shown in the above figure 26. CPBO1, CPB02, CPB03 

and CPB04 are data banks (data stores) and defined by client data, judicial laws (case 
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law and statue law), Courts data and case data respectively. The arrow toward the data 

banks denotes for the retrieval and towards the databanks denotes storing information to 

the data store. 

3.6.6. The Interstricion Model 

The Interstriction Model (ISM) is just below the level of the Ontology Construction 

Model (0CM) and which consists of Actor Bank Diagram (ABD) and Bank Content 

Table (BCT). Here the transaction symbol is now interpreted as the combination of the 

production bank and the coordination bank. More than the Interaction Diagram (JAM) 

here additionally the information links added in between different objects including 

actor roles and the transactions along with external composite production banks (CPB). 

In order to model the Actor Bank Diagram (ABD), it is necessary to prepare the Bank 

Content Table (BCT). The BCT consists of object classes, fact types or result types and 

the identified production banks. The table 8 given below is the BCT of the case filing 

system. 

object classes, fact type or result type p-banks 

tender has been started P1301 

payment has been paid P1302 

binding has been performed P1303 

decision has been made P1304 

PERSON CP1301 

delivery address 

CASE TYPE CP1302 

CASE FILING CP1303 

case data CP1304 

Table 8 BCT of District Courts (case filing) 



According to the bank content table (BCT) and the Interaction Model (lAM) we can 

model the interstriction model. The Actor Bank Diagram (ABD) model is illustrated 

below in the figure 28. 

Figure 28 ABD of District Courts (case filing) 

The ABD describes about the information links, information flow, and the data banks 

where the data is either stored or retrieved apart from the interaction model which was 

described early in this chapter. Here the data flow is additionally enhanced in order to 

understand the data flows from and to. Earlier DEMO does not include this data flow. It 

was the big gap in between the ontolgists and the programmers. But in this Actor Bank 
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Curt 

Diagram (ABD), we proposed to display the information links flow as retrieve, store or 

both. The client data Composite Production Bank (CPBO1) issued by the actor role 

CAO1 and AOl. The Case Data Bank (CPB04) is accessed and stored by actor role AOl 

and A03. Legal rule data bank (CPB02) is accessed by the actor roles A03 and CÁO 1. 

Meanwhile common Courts data bank (CPB03) is accessed by all Courts staff involving 

the case filing system. Further, actor role AOl needs to retrieve the information of the 

decision transaction T04 in order to get the relevant information. The Ontology 

Construction Diagram is the final version of the whole ontology aspect model is shown 

below figure 29. 

case data 	CoLffts data 

Figure 29 OCD for District Courts (case filing) 
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We can gather necessary information from the ontology construction diagram (OCD) of 

the case filing model above illustrated in the figure 29. It is clear that the main 

difference in between the ABD and the ontology construction diagram is appearance of 

the initiator and executor links. By recalling previous interaction mode, the red spotted 

beginning is the executor and the other end is the initiator of the transaction. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE SUPPORTIVE ENHANCEMENTS 

This chapter describes the enhancements which were applied during the cause of 

development of the ontology model for the case filing at the District Courts in Sri 

Lanka. During the application of the DEMO in the legal domain, we had very 

significant problems in different places that we could not answer with the existing 

DEMO ontology. These enhancements were introduced and used in DEMO-E in order 

to fill the gap of DEMO while it is being used. It is described in different sub headings 

below. 

4.1. Decision point at the standard transaction model 

As this thesis discussed in the previous chapter (chapter three), there was a big gap in 

the decision point at the standard transaction pattern. The given figure 10 describes the 

activities happening in between the request coordination act and the acceptance 

coordination act. Once a programmer examines the standard transaction diagram he is 

not able to understand the four important decision making points in earlier DEMO 

methodology as given below. 

In the order phase, initiator request for the transaction. According to the standard 

transaction diagram the promise (pm) and decline (dc) happens at the same time. 

Again in the order phase soon after the decline (dc) of the request made by the 

executor, the initiator decides to do the both request (rq) again and quieting (qt) 

from the transaction not or condition. 
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Soon after the execution of the request made by the initiator, the executer states (st) 

about the transaction, which is done. Then the initiator again does the same mistake 

by both accepting (ac) and rejecting (ij) the transaction. 

Once the statement of the execution is rejected by the initiator, then the executor roll 

back the result and does the both acts stating again and stopping (sp) the transaction. 

Furthermore it is clear that, if there is a branch of two ways, it is impossible to do the 

transaction in the both ways at the same time. It is the hard mistake and should be 

amended by introducing the decision symbol in order to clear the confusion among the 

both ontologist and the ontology programmers. By applying the decision symbol when 

necessary it clearly describes that either of the activities can be carried out. This is one 

of the major improvements made by the thesis during the cause of the research. 

4.2. Recognizing the duplicated actor role 

In general this actor role duplication seriously affects the Process Structure Diagram 

(PSD). Suppose of the PSD is a huge and complicated model with many processes then 

the either programmer or the viewer of the ontology experience very much difficulties 

to find whether the particular actor role is used somewhere else either before the current 

level of inspection or after the current level of inspection. We introduced an asterisk 

("*') symbol on the side top of the actor role which is going to be duplicated. By this 

any user can understand the particular actor role going to be duplicated either two or 

more places. Therefore the viewer can scan the diagram with the positive mindset of 

expecting the duplication symbol appeared actor role. 
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4.3. Direction of the information access link 

One of the next major gaps in the existing DEMO while it was being applied to the legal 

domain is, especially in the latter part of the aspect model formation. The Ontology 

Construction Diagram (OCD) is the last and informative abstraction ontology model in 

DEMO. When we analyze the OCD there are some information links make link in 

between external composite production hank, actor roles, and transactions. The last two 

models such as actor bank diagram (ABD) and the OCD deal with the information links 

which is mentioned. The information link used to show the data transaction. But in the 

current DEMO ontology it is shown but only the information links but not the direction 

of data flow. It is hard to follow which direction the data flows between data banks or 

actor roles or transactions. And it is hard to identify whether the data is either retrieved 

or stored during the actor role's actions. We enhanced the links by providing the 

direction of the data flows. It is untied the doubtful states of the data flows. 

4.4. Data Access Level toward Data Model 

If we take any transaction it is hard to find in which state the data is being used either 

storing or retrieval or both. The newly introduced data model is giving fine solution in 

order to over this problem. The data model describes about the transaction, actors and 

the data store access with either read or write or both. With the data model one can 

easily understands that, in which level the data can be accessed. The further detail is 

given in the chapter 03 under the title of data model. 
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transaction 

ra pm exjst Iac 

.00 
Figure 30 Data access model 

4.5. Introduction of DEMO-c Transaction Meta Model 

The introduction of demo-e transaction meta-model is highly supportive to the users of 

the demo-e since it abstracts the way of usage, the outputs, and interactions. This meta-

model can be instantiated and generate the demo or demo-e. This model can be applied 

any transaction kind and it perfectly matches to the situational scenario. The model is 

given below in the figure 31. 

cornibleM 	Action Rules 	Communication 

lnition 	Coordination dct 	Production act 	Result Space 

Figure 31 DEMO-E transaction meta-model 

Any complete transaction has three components such as actors, theme transaction and 

product. Actor role actively participates with the intensioti and the commitment. The 
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real transaction is with the major two components namely production act and 

coordination act. The coordination act is fulfilled with commitment, communication and 

action rules. Product or the result is the output of the transaction. This is easier when 

one tries to apply the model in order to populate the transaction model. 

The above stated enhancements are very useful in order to reduce complexity and 

confusion; and easiness to design ontology framework for the legal domain. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DISCUSSION 

This chapter discusses the proposed and developed LSPM and DEMO-E along with the 

aspect models with the respect of research question. 

5.1. General Discussion 

The discussion is clearer by recalling the research question. The research question is 

"Unavailability of ontology framework to facilitate LSPM in efficient and productive 

manner" The research question is answered by the invention LSPM through DEMO-E, 

with the development of the aspect models namely Interaction Model (TAM), Process 

Model (PM), Action Model (AM), Data Model (DM) and Construction Model (CM) 

with inclusive of Interstriction model (ISM). Each model serves different part of the 

research questions. As this thesis mentioned the research question can be divided in to 

three sub questions. 

The first sub question (develop the LSPMfra?nework by the aspect models) is answered 

by the development of the all aspect models with the DEMO-E methodology ending up 

with the construction model (called Ontology Construction Model) shown in figure 29 

in the third chapter which supposed to be the ontology model of the Courts case filing 

scenario. 

And the third question (application of these aspect models to the legal domain) is 

fulfilled by applying all these models in the case filing scenario at the District Courts. 

Filling a case passes many different steps including tendering, payments, binding and 



decision as the main transactions. These different transactions can be viewed by all five 

aspect models in different viewpoints. The rules and regulations to the actor roles at the 

Courts is viewed by the Action Model (AM), where each actor role has to follow certain 

Courts procedures in order to do their dedicated work perfectly. These rules are shown 

in the action model. The overall abstracted picture of the dealt system is viewed by the 

interaction model with the Actor Transaction Diagram (ATD) and transaction result 

table (TRT) by showing the actor roles, relevant transactions, the system boundary, and 

whether the actor role acts as initiator or executor. The state model describes the state of 

the selected system both input state, result state and necessary object classes by the 

object fact diagram (OFD) and Object Property List (OPL). The Data Model (DM) 

shows the transaction of the data and the level of access by the actor roles. It is very 

important to the ontology designers and the ontology programmers to know the flow of 

the data in order to reduce the confusion. And finally the total ontology of the case 

filing scenario at the District Courts is illustrated by the Ontology Construction 

Diagram (OCD) along with the InterstrictionModel (ISM) and the Actor Bank Diagram 

(ABD). More than the lAM, the ISM shows the data access (either read or write) from 

the external data banks (data stores) 

The second question (development and enhancement of the aspect models develop the 

LSPM framework for the legal domain) is answered by the application of these aspect 

models in the legal domain and the benefit (process management) gained from the 

aspect models by the following descriptions. 
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Altogether, we modeled five ontology aspect models by applying the DEMO-E to the 

case filing scenario at the District Courts of Republic of Sri Lanka. The existing DEMO 

methodology is mostly suit to the c-business community but not in legal domain since 

the legal domain system shows many deviations from general e business systems; and 

the e-business modelers. We made the DEMO-c with enhancements in order to develop 

LSPM framework in the legal domain. Next few paragraphs briefly describe about the 

outcomes of the all aspect models that we modeled (ontology framework model) for the 

legal case filing. 

The Interaction Model (JAM) is very much abstracted ontology model to show up the 

brief summary of the selected system. The JAM shows the boundary of the 

organization, interface transactions with actor roles in the environment. And it is 

possible in a single view; we can see the initiators as well as the executers. This makes 

the JAM preeminently suitable for strategic alignment since it is ideal starting point for 

system redefinition, the most dramatic type of organizational change. Since the 

wholeness of the transaction displays the transaction pattern and facilitates the attention 

for customer care. Again the detailed lAM, it is very transparent to understand about the 

processes within the court system. In a way the JAM shows the invisible responsibility 

to the viewers. In the detailed JAM one subsequently identifies what has to be done in 

component transactions to fulfill the case filing at the District Courts. JAM shows the 

ontological units of competence, authorization and responsibility. In addition, the JAM 

can be fitted and one looks as the total model in a small piece of paper since the high 

level of abstraction. 
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If we take the process model (PM) of demo-c. it shows the high quality of viewing deep 

structure of the case filing procedures. Thus, this approach can be applied even in other 

sub legal domain needs since its independent behavior of its implementation toward the 

ontology framework. And also no distinction can be made between data logical, info 

logical and ontological actions. This unique property of the PM paves the way for a 

number of different interesting sub applications in the legal system. Apart from this, the 

PM facilitates discussions about the redesign, as well as the reengineering of Courts 

processes towards the process optimization by providing flexible redesigning structure. 

Further, this PM is straight forward structure to understand the process in the working 

system rather than any other technique. Thus, it makes easy to ontology programmers to 

work with. Even from the PM it is possible to start the requirements engineering 

regarding supporting information systems since the ontological requirements are clearly 

visible and can be re-engineered. Even the court processes can be promoted as object 

oriented development view. This model leaves no room for unnecessary requirements 

since the PSD and JUT cover almost all necessary requirements. 

The complete action model (AM) is essential in order to enforce the rules belongs to 

actor roles and how the actor roles be reacted with the rules. The action rule is necessary 

to produce the correct state model. Thus it provides full account of operational decisions 

in the Courts processes leaving non-essential matters. The 'F (PSI) theory highly 

supports to understand the action rules well. 

The state model (SM) supports to develop and maintain the data dictionary of the 

District court ease filing system since it delivers the stable core of such a data 
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dictionary. More than this, it is possible to get the error free best concept model and the 

ideas to construct the good concept model. We can easily find the categories in the state 

model and its properties such as tendering, payment, binding and decision as result 

types. Furthermore it is possible to simply find the data ownership since already we 

know the connections of the result types with the transaction types. 

ISM adds to the benefits of the JAM is that it shows at the same level of compactness 

the complete passive' system structure, i.e., the information links between actor roles 

and banks. In addition, it contains the external banks to which the court system needs to 

have either read or write. The ontology construct model (0CM) is the most compact and 

informative diagram with actor roles, transactions, data access either read or write from 

external data banks (vitz. Courts rule, case data and etc.) and information links in 

between actor roles and transactions. By visualizing the total compact diagram (OCD), 

the ownership of the data is opened and transparent. i.e each fact is the result of a 

transaction, two actor roles such as initiator role and the executor role. Any one will be 

the owner of the fact. Furthermore it is visualized that, initiator always starts the 

transaction with the requesting act and the executor execute it by checking necessary 

conditions. 

In addition to above discussion, an important turning point is the meta-model for the 

transaction which is mentioned in the chapter five. That transaction meta-model can be 

applied not only in legal sub domain but also in any domain with confidence since the 

condition of the meta-model is made common for all the domains. 
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In addition to the work we have done, we faced some constraints during the cause of the 

research that carried out. This ontology model is optimized in different places and one 

of the places is to deal the case tending with the registrar (actor role AOl). This is, in a 

way to optimize the time constraint in between clerk role and the registrar role. This 

ontology model reduces the time of being the case document to be tendered on the table 

of the clerk. Since, in our ontology framework model, the client! lawyer (composite 

actor role CAOI) directly deals with registrar actor role (AOl) then there is a possibility 

of losing the job of the clerk. Meantime, if we take the clerk role, it can be delegated as 

the computer system. Thus, all the case documents would be updated or uploaded by the 

lawyer through well-structured Courts case filing system. Even here also the clerical 

role would not be used. This is big disadvantage for the clerk role since he /she may lose 

his/her job. 

While, the development of the cancellation pattern, some places the cancellation pattern 

is mismatched with the Courts procedure. But we have recommended the additional 

cancellation patterns in different situations. This deviates the procedure of the Courts 

but it is possible to be added in the Courts system. In conclusion it is important that the 

ontology is can be used the betterment of the District Courts system. 
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5.2. Application and Evaluation 

A general case evaluation was done in order to compare the application of generic 

business process models and LSPM on legal system in different situations. 

Generic business process models are applied in the binary collaborative parities whereas 

legal domain in most of the places engaged with multiple party collaborative actor roles. 

The LSPM designed can be applied in both binary and multi-party collaborations. 

Business enterprises are highly profit oriented organizations and the concept behind the 

generic models would be economic basis meanwhile, legal system is service oriented 

state organization. The main concept behind the LSPM is service oriented with non-

profitable. 

The business generic process models is high with business rules, which is fixed and pre-

defined processes with no changes but in legal system on the fly it can be changed. Thus 

the generic BPM cannot be applied to the legal domain and LSPM would show the 

strong room for adaptive, flexible and dynamic processes. 

The generic BPM cannot be applied certain stages in the legal domain which causes 

incompatible error such as decision as considered as a total transaction in legal system 

but in the business domain it cannot be applicable. The LSPM ensures to overcome the 

problem stated both material and immaterial outputs. 

While applying the generic BPM in legal system it is possible to get the partial 

correctness but not fully acceptable result due to lack of flexibility, and the applicable 
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scenario, The LSPM set for both legal and many other domains including business 

sectors even. 

The generic BPM can be applied only on the business domain since it is bundle with 

business oriented strict rules and business transaction laws, The legal domain is free 

from business transactions and generic PBM cannot be applied over the legal domain. 

The LSPM can be successfully applied on the legal system since it is specially 

redesigned for the legal sector and further it can be applied to the other domains too due 

to its flexible adaptiveness to the domain interested. 

The legal processes are complicated and the suitable model should be applied in order to 

understand the process happening within the domain. It is getting worse and hard to 

understand processes if we apply generic business rules to the legal system. The LSPM 

simplifies the system and to see the system in five different angles with five aspect 

models. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

This chapter describes the milestones which were achieved during the research work 

and the major advantages of the ontology framework model of the case filing at the 

District Courts of Sri Lankan legal system in the general conclusion and the future 

recommendation is under direction for future research. 

6.1. General Conclusion 

This research was set out to organize the Courts processes and processes optimization in 

order to reduce the time consumption between case (divorce) tendering and case 

acceptance at the District Courts of Sri Lanka. The Kalmunai District court was selected 

for my research work, The Courts proceedings were analyzed by direct visits to the 

Courts (hearings), meeting Courts staff, lawyers; related previous research findings; 

literature; books related to case filing; and judicial laws of the separations (divorce). 

We have been noticed many mismatching concepts such as actor role identification, 

data transaction, and meta-model concepts when we applied the existing DEMO 

methodology. The new methodology called DEMO-E was introduced in order to 

overcome the problems stated above. With the introduction of DEMO-E methodology, 

modeling of ontology aspect models along with meta-model for the standard transaction 

and application of this ontology aspect models in the legal domain the research question 

and the all sub questions have been answered. 
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One of the research parts is to optimize the case process. One way of achieving the 

optimization is make the case filing automated system and still the necessary selected 

actor roles and the authentication with response cannot be demolished. But when we 

develop this concept model with the automated system there is fare possibility to lose 

the job of the Courts clerk and the role of the clerk will be delegated to the computer 

system. If the clerical actor role is removed or replaced by either automated system or 

direct dealing with registrar of the District Courts then registrar actor role needs to 

check each and every document since he /she fill the gap of clerical actor role. It may be 

additional work load to the actor role registrar. 

Furthermore, the LSPM shows sound ontological base since it is well organized 

communication oriented design where the communication is one of the major area in the 

legal domain; having solid CAP framework with description of the activities happening 

two different worlds (coordination and production) with the actor roles engaging with 

the worlds; well-structured analysis and synthesis approaches to do the analyzing and 

synthesizing the results; with addition to the another aspect model called data model 

with existing aspect models leads to enhanced DEMO methodology to design the LSPM 

framework; and adoption and integration of different components ensures complete and 

correct LSP solution. 



6.2. Direction for future research & Recommendation 

6.2.1, Concept model for the life of the case 

This research shows only a first part of the total life cycle of a case since a case has case 

filing, hearing, case move and verdict as its component. It is important to continue this 

development of ontology framework conceptual model to whole life of the case in 

future since it covers a complete case and necessary optimization processes in order to 

reduce both the complexity and life time of a case (time management). 

6.2.2. Automate the System 

In addition to this, it is highly appreciated to convert the Sri Lankan judicial system in 

to an automated system to avoid unnecessary delays in overall cases. A new diversion 

can be made with the introduction and implementation of the "process marts" 

(Kariapper and Jayaweera, 2014, Kariapper and Jayaweera, 2013) to retrieve the process 

bundle and the case records through electronically rather than the manual processes. 

6.2.3. Structure Re-engineering 

Concept model re-engineering is one of the major advantages in this DEMO-E 

methodology. It is possible for the conceptual modelers to design different conceptual 

design without changing the internal structure. It is recommended to direct the research 

towards the new conceptual legal ontology model without changing its structure in order 

to obtain the new structure according to the preference of the judicial system of the 

selected government of the countTy. 
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The necessity of an ontology framework model for the case filing at the District court of 

Sri Lanka was realized via the research question and it was successfully achieved by 

invention of DEMO-E methodology and the series of ontology aspect models. 
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Medical certificate 

Police report 

Report from the Family Counselor (If matrimonial dispute was referred to Mediation 

before the Family Counselor) 

Summon 

Copy of plaint and filed documents 

Precept 

Stamp together envelop 

Payment to the courts: 

Filing fee (papers to be used within the courts) 

Stamp duty ITax by the state 

Service fee (Process Server) 

Binding fees 

Court proceedings: 

Plaintiff' meets the registrar to have a discussion or advice. 

Plaintiff meets the known Lawyer and does the consultation regarding the divorce cases to be 

filed and get the advice and instructions how to precede the case and the Lawyer fees and 

charges too. 

The motion2, proxy, plaint, summons, precept to fiscal are prepared by Lawyer based on the 

instruction given by the Client i.e Plaintiff. 

1 Plaintiff is the person who is submitting the petition against other partner in divorce cases especially 
2 A formal proposal 
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Then the lawyer starts to write a plaint. With the clear discussion with plaintiff lawyer states 

in which ground he is going to file the case. 

Proxy3  (Appointment of an Attorney at Law ) is given ( Sign) by the Plaintiff to give 

Authority to the Lawyer for the institution of action and proceed. 

Plaintiff Lawyer signs the motion and plaint. 

Lawyer tender the motion ,proxy plaint documents summons precept to fiscal along stamped 

enveloped to the Court Clerk to obtain a Case No 

Lawyer put the Case No. in all documents and pays the stamp duty to the Clerk who is 

designated for that purpose 

Lawyer files (Hand Over) above said documents and stamp duty receipt to the Court Clerk 

The Clerk check all documents and enter the Case Number and Name of the Parties in the 

Case Register 

the Clerk send the documents to the Binder to bind as a case record 

after that the above said case record will be sent to Chief Clerk (Registrar) 

Registrar will check and forward the case record to the Judge for the Acceptance and to issue 

the summons on the Defendant 

Judge peruse the record and check , If he satisfied the case will be accepted and He will issue 

the summons by way of order, accordingly the Registrar will sign the summons and direct the 

fiscal to serve summons on the Defendant. 

Registrar sign the summon and serve the summons to the Defendant together with copy of 

the Plaint and relevant documents which were filed by the Plaintiffs Lawyer. 

With the service of the summon the case filing process terminates. 

3 Appointing a lawyer and give the authority to the lawyer to precede the case 



Annexure II 

The major grounds of divorce 

1. Adultery 

Man adultery 

Female adultery 

2. Impotency 

3. Malicious Desertion 

Sexual harassment 

Drunkenness / drug addiction 

Physical in capability 

Discretion / abandonment 

Imprisonment 

Cruel treatment 

Breach of promises 

Fraud and cheat 

Disease 

No income or financial backing 

Criminal activities 

1) Spouse already married 

Entered in to the marriage because of threat 

Entered in to the marriage when the partner is unconscious or temporary disorder 

Mental disorder 

Incompatible of treatment 
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Culture and religion 

Sexual issues 
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Annexure III 

The flow chart of the case filing is illustrated here. 
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